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For recovery?

LineBreak's™ scientifically designed and tested garments use gradient
compression to improve circulation to muscles affected by Delayed Onset
Muscle Soreness (DOMS).
Improved circulation speeds up recovery by dispersing lactic acid and
providing more efficient flow of re-oxygenated blood to the muscles.

To maintain optimum body temperature?

LineBreak's™ superior moisture management technology works with
the body's thermoregulatory system to actively warm or cool the wearer
regardless of exertion levels and ambient air temperature. LineBreak™
is clinically proven to reduce sweat rates by a staggering 30%
(Robert Newton et al, 2006).

To reduce soft tissue injury?

During exercise, LineBreak™ products stabilise muscles from the dynamic
forces that cause micro-tearing to muscle fibres. Reduced muscle oscillation
means the natural degradation that causes fatigue and performance decline
is slowed significantly.

To maximise training and competition performance?

The key benefits of stabilising muscles and speeding venus blood flow is
maximised endurance, power and performance (Bringard A et al, 2005).



Balmoral
School
Sports
With bespoke knitted cricket slipovers and pullovers
incorporating team colours and logos and a
minimum of just 6 garments Balmoral are proving
to be an extremely flexible manufacturer for school
sports suppliers.

Balmoral are also stockists of the top quality
Papini range of polo shirts, fleeces, tracksuits and
training tops. A bespoke look for teams can be
achieved by choosing from the “Elite” range of
polos and fleece tops. There are 9 styles of polo
and 7 styles of fleece to choose from, all
available from stock in sizes S - XXL

For further details contact Mike or Ian
Tel: 01900 829 229
Fax: 01900 829 009
E-mail: info@balmoralsales.co.uk

mailto:info@balmoralsales.co.uk
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WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at
siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

SPORTS INSIGHT06

…Bill Beaumont has announced his retirement
as vice chairman and treasurer of the 6 Nations
following his recent election as vice chairman of
the IRB.Welsh Rugby Union chairman David

Pickering has been appointed as Beaumont’s replacement…Winmau has
appointed Fiona Bluck as its new sales manager. Bluck has been working for the
company for the past year and brings with her a wealth of sales experience from
organisations such as NTL and Welsh Water. The newest member of the sales and
marketing division is Andy Jones, who is responsible for the DartArt personalised
division…Life Fitness has announced four new appointments within its sales
and marketing divisions. Lawra Joseph has been recruited to the position of
marketing manager, Nick Mennell joins as territory manager for the Midlands, Matt
Morton has been promoted to the role of sales executive in the Midlands and
Charlie Adams has re-joined the company as consumer business manager…Vans
EMEA, a subsidiary of the VF Corporation, has appointed Kevin Charles as its new
sales director EMEA. Charles comes to Vans from another VF brand,The North Face,
after a stint with TNF. He will join the rest of the Vans European Team at the VF
office in Lugano, Switzerland and takes responsibility for the entire EMEA region…

Transfer
Market

Former England manager Graham Taylor was the headline act at the recent
unveiling of Precision Training’s new textile range for 2007-08.

Meadow Lane, home of Notts County FC, provided the backdrop for
the fashion show and football challenge event to commemorate the launch
of Precision’s new catalogue, with Taylor managing a Precision Training IX
comprising independent retailers and stockists from around the UK.

Says Reydon’s National Sales Manager, David Sanderson: “The event
was a tremendous success. Our customers and retailers were delighted to
have the opportunity to play at Meadow Lane and be managed and
coached by Graham.

“Our biggest-ever range of Precision Training textiles was also
extremely well received and promises to be another best-seller.”

During the fashion show, Precision Training also unveiled the new 07-
08 Notts County strip, for whom Precision is the official technical sponsor.

Precision Training also announced its new official partnership with
Nottinghamshire CCC and national ladies’ hockey champions Leicester
Ladies at the event.

Taylor unveils new Precision Training range

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
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NISTEX
JUNE 22
Cranmore Park, Solihull

ISPO SPORT & STYLE
JULY 8-10
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

THE TENT SHOW @
STONELEIGH
SEPTEMBER 2-7
Stoneleigh Park

ISPO RUSSIA SUMMER
SEPTEMBER 5-8
Crocus Center, Moscow

THE OUTDOOR TRADE 
SHOW 2007
OCTOBER 3-5
Stoneleigh Park

GOLF EUROPE
OCTOBER 7-9
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

SPORTS SOURCE ASIA
OCTOBER 27-30
Hong Kong SAR
www.sportssource-asia.com

STAG BUYING SHOW
in association with Sports Insight
NOVEMBER 18-19
Heythrop Park Hotel & Country Club,
Oxfordshire
For further information call STAG on 
01793 715406

ISPO WINTER 08
JANUARY 27-30
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

ISPO CHINA WINTER 08 
FEBRUARY 24-26
China International Exhibition Centre, Peking

SPORTS MERCHANDISE
EXHIBITION
MARCH 3, 2008
Chelsea Football Club, Stamford Bridge

Diary Dates 2007 INSOLE KEEPS
APPRENTICES
IN THE
RUNNING
A heat mouldable insole from SOLE, designed to improve

performance and protect against injury, has helped one of the teams

win a recent challenge on the BBC programme The Apprentice.

Five countries pitched three products to each team, who then had

to select a country based on which products they felt they could sell

for most profit to the London retail trade.

The Stealth team chose Canadian products, which included SOLE

Custom Footbeds - identified by the Canadian Trade Commission as a

brand with lucrative potential in the UK.

“I just sold 100 SOLEs,” screamed advertising sales manager

Naomi Lay to her team-mates after her call to a sports retailer in

Chelsea. The sales made a major contribution to Stealth’s

performance, with the result that they outsold the rival team to

remain in the competition.

A spokesman for SOLE said: “We are absolutely delighted that our

product was selected by one of the teams in the programme. The

enthusiasm and success of the team in selling it demonstrates the

success and value of the product and the benefits that it can bring,

not only to sports enthusiasts, but anyone who suffers discomfort

from being on their feet all day.”

“Guinness ability, that’s why they picked me for the team, there was no other reason whatsoever.”
Darren Clarke explains why he was selected for the Ryder Cup

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.sportssource-asia.com


WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk or call 01273 719900
ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

SECRETS OF PROSPEROUS
COMPANIES REVEALED
A new league table from Plimsoll Publishing aims to provide an
answer to that age-old question in the trade - why do some
companies fail and others prosper?

According to the financial analyst, one in five sports and
leisurewear services companies are currently at risk of failure,
while one in three are doing well.

The equation is not as simple as strong sales equals survival.
Nor is the success rate of a firm automatically affected by market
conditions. Instead, it depends on a finely-balanced recipe that
includes good margins, low borrowing, responsible management
and foresight.

Plimsoll’s latest analysis weighs all these ingredients and turns
them into a one-page snapshot of each company’s prospects.
From that it has established a league table based on 484 leading
companies that looks like this:

■ 169 companies are in a strong position, with a pre-tax margin
of nine per cent.

■ 46 are in the ‘good’ sector on four per cent margins.
■ 60 are rated as mediocre on five per cent.
■ 111 are in the ‘caution’ category, with minus two per 

cent margins.
■ 98 are in the ‘danger’ range on minus two per cent.

Nearly nine out of 10 UK companies currently in receivership
were rated in the lowest two categories by Plimsoll in the two
years before their demise. Its senior analyst, David Pattison, says:
“135 of the 169 companies in the strong section are there for the
second year running, proving that if you have a solid business
where management is in control you can maintain success,
irrespective of market conditions. The most successful firms are
also largely debt free.

“At the other end of the scale, there is no doubt in my mind
that if the pundits are right and the UK market tightens towards
the end of the year, then the 98 companies in the danger
category will take the brunt of the downturn.”

The Plimsoll analysis looks at the financial strength of each
company based on four years’ figures.

“All is not lost for those firms that find themselves at the
lower end of the table,” says Pattison. “But the management
needs to accept that the business has a problem and take action
today, rather than next week or the week after.”

Copies of the analysis - at a reader discount of 20 per cent -
can be obtained by calling Clair Sherwood on 01642 626422 or
by emailing enquiries@plimsoll.co.uk

Sports Insight launches new website
In keeping with our reputation for innovation, we’ve
relaunched sports-insight.co.uk as a standalone website
with its own articles and news.

We’ve kept some of the more popular features from the
previous version of the site - including recruitment, the web trade
guide and the ability to download a full digital version of the
magazine - but we now have the capacity to bring you news as it
breaks, as well as product news and exclusive feature articles from
some of the biggest names in the trade.

We’ve even included a facility that allows you to comment on
the articles and news stories published - so please let us know
what you think.

mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@plimsoll.co.uk
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…Konfidence is moving to Unit 1C Treburley Industrial Estate, Treburley,
Launceston, Cornwall PL15 9PU Tel: 01579. 371000…TKC, the UK distributor for
performance outdoor footwear brand Lowa, has appointed specialist outdoor PR
agency Media Contact Services (MCS) to handle public relations and marketing

activity for the UK promotion of the German footwear brand…The International Rugby Board has taken
a step towards resolving ongoing issues over its annual calendar by convening a forum which will try to
establish an integrated season for the sport for the first time…The NBA is to open an office in London as
part of its ongoing efforts to boost the sport’s popularity in the UK ahead of the 2012 Games…The
Amateur Swimming Association is rolling out its highest available programme of coach education across
the country as the sport’s governing body continues to introduce a framework of UK Coaching Certificate
qualifications…The Football League recorded its highest aggregate attendances for 47 years during the
2006/07 season. More than 16.4 million fans attended matches, up by 250,000 on 2005/06…ITV is
launching a new darts tournament that will unify players from the sport’s two rival franchises, the
Professional Darts Corporation and the British Darts Organisation…a new government survey released
by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport has revealed that swimming is the nation’s most popular
participation sport. The ‘Taking Part’ survey also revealed 94 per cent of adults in England engaged in at least
one form of sporting or cultural opportunity during the past 12 months, with 69 per cent participating in
active sport…Silva Ltd has announced that, as a result of its acquisition last summer by Gerber, the
company has been appointed to manage the distribution of the Gerber product range across the UK and
Ireland. From June 1 all Gerber sales will be via Silva Ltd…adidas’ net income dropped to €128 million in its
latest set of financial figures, but the sport goods giant is ahead of market predictions as it looks to build up
its Reebok brand…The Lawn Tennis Association and the British Tennis Foundation have announced the
formation of a new single charitable body, the Tennis Foundation, dedicated to community tennis in the
UK…and finally, thousands of seats at the new Wembley Stadium turned from red to pink in the sun.
WNSL, the stadium owner, said Mulitiplex had paid for replacements…

Sports
Shorts

‘eRetail’ continues to grow
Online retailing in the UK is growing at a phenomenal rate, according to a new study by retail analyst
Verdict Research, with consumer spending increasing by 33.4 per cent to £10.9 billion last year.

Verdict predicts that UK ‘eRetail’ sales will almost triple over the next five years, reaching £28.1
billion by 2011 - equivalent to 8.9 per cent of all retail spending.

“Ballack is having a nightmare. They’ll be changing his name soon.”
Chris Waddle on Radio 5 Live

With the news that the 2007 STAG Buying Show is already a sell-out success - a record
number of brands will be exhibiting in November - the buying group has confirmed that
Head (UK) has been added to its list of official suppliers.

Says Dave Shaw, Head (UK)’s Category Manager Racket Sports: “This is a great
opportunity for all involved and with the recent emergence of Andy Murray these are very
exciting times for the brand.

“It is my objective to give all members the opportunity to buy into some STAG ‘exclusive’
products throughout key periods of the year and also to give the best possible deals on core
products such as tennis balls and shuttlecocks.

“The sales force are looking forward to working with all members and will be in contact
in due course. I personally hope to meet as many of you individually at the Buying Show later
this year.”

STAG is also currently introducing a further range of business initiatives to support
growth. This month sees the latest specialist direct mail campaign to group members,
featuring exclusive product offers from leading suppliers. These will be highlighted on the
next STAG web refresh, which goes live at the beginning of July. The new site design will also
include brand advertising opportunities.

In addition, STAG will be taking a retail group to visit ispo Sport & Style as part of its new
partnership arrangement with the show.

“The members joining us on this visit are a combination of traditional sports retail outlets
and those who have a keen focus on style such as Frontier, recognised for technical as well as
edgy, fashion-influenced footwear,” says STAG managing director Ricky Chandler.

“The new show will give everyone the opportunity to see performance product
developments and gain inspiration from emerging trends.”

HEAD (UK) BECOMES
OFFICIAL STAG SUPPLIER 

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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…Marks & Spencer has
struck a deal with the
Football Association to
become the official tailor
of the England team. The
three-year agreement,
which runs through to the
end of the 2010 World Cup, has for the first time been extended beyond
the men’s senior team to include all other representative sides competing
in major international tournaments...Harrod UK has been selected as
official supplier of goalposts and nets to the new Wembley Stadium. The
Lowestoft-based firm will supply goals and nets for the main stadium pitch,
as well as pre-match warm-up goals, mini soccer goals and rugby posts. In
October Harrod UK will also be supplying a bespoke set of American
Football posts when Wembley hosts the first NFL game to be played
outside North America…www.richardallanfitness.com has chosen
Aqua Sphere as its official swim partner. With 14 years’ experience as a
professional triathlete, Richard Allen is the only person to have won nine
national championship titles covering every triathlon distance and
duathlon. His career victories include the London Triathlon, the biggest
triathlon in the world, the Royal Windsor Triathlon and Half Ironman
UK…Zoggs will be sponsoring the ‘Swimzone’ at the Michelob London
Triathlon Expo at Excel London in August, which will be renamed The Zoggs
Swimzone…Budweiser has renewed its sponsorship deal with the FA
Premier League, signing a new three-year agreement.

Sponsorship
News

“Boxing in essence is not a sport. It creates
several physical troubles - like teeth

problems - and leads to madness.”
Former Afghanistan Sports Minister,

Mawlawi Qalamuddin

WHAT’S NEWS
Send your news stories to the Sports Insight news desk at siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
or call 01273 719900

ALL THE VERY LATEST IN THE SPORTS INDUSTRY...

Fever pitch for
Chorleywood Sports
Football promotion reached fever pitch for one STAG retail member
recently, demonstrating how a traditional business can still command
consumer attention and keep pace with modern retailing trends.

When Chorleywood Sports announced on its website
(www.keeperskit.co.uk) that Chelsea goalkeeper Carlo Cudicini would be
appearing in-store as part of a Uhlsport promotion, it drew unprecedented
crowds to the local shopping precinct. Around 600 fans of all ages
queued around the block for over two hours to get the player’s signature.

Anthony Vos has run Chorleywood Sports for over 18 years,
developing the family business into both a highly successful local sports
specialist and, more recently, boosting revenue with the addition of
complementary online stores.

Starting with
holdall.co.uk and
adding
keeperskit.co.uk in July
2006, Chorleywood
Sports has focused on
its core sports market,
serving the community
and schools, with
ongoing sales
awareness developed
through a strong
relationship with the
local press and sports
clubs.

http://www.richardallanfitness.com
mailto:siedit@partridgeltd.co.uk
http://www.keeperskit.co.uk
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The grips have a unique surface
thickness, which stops vibration,
and a super tacky comfort feel,
helping to increase gripping power.
Now, here comes the science bit…..

…..Karakal have added ‘nano’
sized ceramic particles at a molecular
level, which has greatly improved the
grips’ durability, gripping power and
comfort.

As well as the improved PU
surface, Karakal has launched a new
range of more customer-friendly
packaging for 2007. The new blister
pack features a sample of the surface
section material, allowing customers
to touch and feel the surface before
they buy.

PU SUPER GRIP
■ NEW Blister pack
■ or box of 24 
■ Non-slip PU surface
■ Super absorbent
■ Super tacky
■ Extra thick
■ Self adhesive
■ Universal length
■ Extra long life
■ Colours: Assorted, Multi, Duo or

Black

Get a Grip
At the top of its game for more than two decades, the Karakal PU super grip remains
THE No1 PU Grip for all racket sport players.

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Karakal Coach series tennis racquets
Proving that today’s kids aren’t all unhealthy, Karakal Coach junior tennis
racquets have become a huge hit.

The Coach junior racquets are designed to conform to the LTA Traffic
Light Scheme, with the (red zone) Coach-19 and Coach-21 for beginners,
through to (orange zone) Coach-23 for the intermediate player and (green
zone) Coach-25 for the more advanced.

All of the Karakal Coach Series racquets are made from 
7000 Series aluminium with a parallel ‘O’ beam and feature a

midsize head.
Karakal also supplies a range of coloured tennis balls that

match the racquets. The Mid Green, LoBo Orange and the Solo Red
are all low-pressure transition balls, while the Mini Red is an

80mm moulded foam starter ball.
As a charter partner of LTA Mini Tennis, Karakal is helping

to grow a whole new generation of tennis players. “We want
to encourage kids to move from the TV to the tennis

court. They’ll have great fun and keep fit and healthy at
the same time,” says Keith Sawyer, Karakal’s senior
partner.
For more information contact Karakal on 0117 982

9057, email sales@karakal.com or visit
www.karakal.com 

Essential stock for your shop

Kit Stop

What’s in a name?
GNG Sport
A solid branding strategy communicates a
strong, consistent message about the value 
of your company. A strong brand helps you 
sell value and the intangibles that surround
your products.

With the Rugby World Cup round the
corner, there has never been a better time to
harness the power of having your most
valuable asset across the best quality rugby
equipment.

As the UK’s leading manufacturer of
branded rugby training equipment, GNG Sport
is the name behind the names.
For further information contact Neal Spencer on
01924 418935 or email sports@gng-group.co.uk

mailto:sales@karakal.com
http://www.karakal.com
mailto:sports@gng-group.co.uk


The hottest wheeled heel craze evolves
Hy-Pro has taken the wheels-on-heels skating craze forwards in a fresh
and exciting way with Street Gliders Evolution. 

New for summer 2007, Street Gliders Evolution feature new
technology and a fresh, exciting re-style. With a more robust
construction, advanced bearings and materials, the new technology
packed into these skates is sure to appeal to all skaters.

The bonus with Street Gliders Evolution is the re-designed one-size-
fits-all mechanism, which safely slots into place at a click, whilst a new
back brake system also adds to the control and safety features. Skaters
can now slow or stop themselves by leaning forwards as before, but
also backwards now, too. 

With Street Gliders Evolution Hy-Pro is reinvigorating the
wheels-on-heels craze, increasing its appeal to a wider sector and
taking it all the way from simple playground fun to extreme sports.
For more information on Street Gliders Evolution from Hy-Pro call
01582 670100 or email sales@hy-pro.co.uk 

Tel: 02392 823216.
Web: www.djmproducts.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz
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Free Lace
Free Lace is a
technical shoelace
that has knots
positioned along its 
entire length.

If you stretch
the lace the knots
disappear, allowing
you to thread it

through a shoe’s
eyelets.

The knots allow
you to adjust the tension

between each set of 
eyelets to the exact mould of your foot

and create separate tension zones along the
entire lacing system. The knots will continue to

maintain that exact setting.
Conventional laces only have one tension level at the bow end. One of

the disadvantages of using conventional laces is that when your body
temperature rises, your feet swell up and get compressed by the laces;
when the temperature drops, your laces become loose.

Ordinary elastic laces avoid foot compression. But there is a
disadvantage. When you initially tie your shoelace, you set it to the mould
of your foot. However, after a short period of activity the lace loses its grip
and finally ends up with the shoe having only one tension level, similar to
conventional laces. 

The patented knot system of Free Lace has finally come up with the
ideal solution - a lace of genius with disappearing knots.
For more information call David McKibbin Sports on 0208 459 2605 or
email mckibbinsports@aol.com

Essential stock for your shop

Heelys: the story so far
Heelys first caught the imagination of the British youth in
2006. Since then the sport’s popularity, particularly
amongst 5-13-year-olds, has rocketed and to date every
cool kid in the playground wants a pair.

The Heelys trainer allows youngster to walk, run
and then by simply switching their weight onto their
heels they’re rolling. With a wide range of stylish
shoes to suit all standards, Heelys were last year’s
Christmas best-seller and their popularity looks
certain to continue far into the future.

Exciting new designs are now entering the
market such as the Shimmer for girls, with its
Fats wheel technology for a well-balanced,
easy ride, and for boys the recent release of
the Escape, with its bigger Megawheel, for an
all-round smoother roll.
Heelys: freedom is a wheel in your sole. For more
information call 0117 955 6035.

14 SPORTS INSIGHT

EXEL Nordic Walking poles and
accessories
Nordic Walking UK distributes original Finnish Nordic walking poles
and accessories by EXEL. 

Nordic Walking UK is the leading authority on Nordic walking
in this country and is responsible for the development of the 
sport nationally. Nordic Walking UK has trained over 260
instructors and all Nordic Walking UK instructors use EXEL Nordic
walking equipment.

Nordic Walking UK supports the retailer through building direct
links between local instructor and outlet. Nordic Walking UK, with
its partner ASICS, promotes www.nordicwalking.co.uk as the
country’s leading website for information on instructors and classes
and EXEL and ASICS Nordic walking stockists.
Nordic Walking UK: 020 8878 8108.

Kit Stop

mailto:mckibbinsports@aol.com
http://www.nordicwalking.co.uk


Sport Crates
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Made by us in the UK
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    made by us in the UKVisit us at www.howardplastics.com
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e   sales@howardplastics.com
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• Choice of colours

• Plain & printed bottles

• In-house custom moulding 

 and printing
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Talking Shop
Paul Burnham runs the sports outlet Pilch in
Norwich, which was recently bought by Jarrold &
Son and moved to a new retail unit last summer
What’s the history of your outlet?
Pilch has traded in Norwich for over
100 years. Two years ago the company
was taken over by Jarrold & Son Ltd, a
department store that has been
established in Norwich since 1823. We
moved site last August to a newer,
modern retail unit and have seen an
increase in sales over six months of 30
per cent.

What’s your own background in sports
retail? 
I joined Pilch as store manager 18
months ago, previously being a senior
non-food trading manager at Tesco. I’m
a level 4 football referee and as it was
difficult to pursue this at Tesco, the
opportunity to work in a sports
environment and with a company that
were flexible enough to help me
continue my refereeing was too good an
opportunity to ignore.  

Describe the store
Our showroom is on one floor of approx
4,000 sq ft, plus 1,300 sq ft of
stockroom space. With white walls and
wooden floors, the main aim was to
present a clean, fresh and modern feel,
and we have black and white sporting
images on display. We also have two TV
screens hanging from the ceiling - the
first playing Norwich City DVDs at the
front of the store, and the second one to
the rear has Sky Sports News on. We
also have music tannoyed into the shop,
which makes a huge difference to the
ambience compared to the old shop.

What is your strongest section?
Cricket, running, ski, footwear and
ladies have performed much better in
the new shop. Tennis has started well
this season.

How has trade been generally over
the past 12 months?
Trade has been fantastic since our move,
and over the past six months we have
maintained over 30 per cent growth.

Best sellers?
Performance garments such as
Canterbury and Skins have done
especially well to date.

What’s the local competition like 
and how do you keep customers
coming back?
There is lots of competition in Norwich
with Soccer World, JJB, JD and smaller
specialised running and cricket dealers
on the outskirts. Initially I was
concerned about what price offers/stock
they could offer etc, but the more we
have traded the more I realise it is about
improving what we do, knowing our
customers and reacting to that, rather
than reacting to competitors. 

One area I think we are strong on is
staff knowledge and we have weekly
product training for all staff. We hope to
keep customer loyalty by providing
good, friendly and well-informed
advice. In addition, we are blessed with
the support of Jarrold’s marketing
department, who produce newsletters to
a core customer base.

How do you think independents 
can improve?
By moving with the times and not
being afraid to try new products or
brands. Having great product is one
thing, but if the shop fit is dated then
the feelgood factor for the customer 
is diminished.

Any future plans you can talk about?
We plan to open an outdoor department
on the basement floor of approximately
3,500 sq ft at the end of July. This will
include such brands as The North Face,
Berghaus, Helly Hansen. In conjunction
with this, we are expanding our golf
and ski departments.

Are you a member of any 
buying groups?
We are part of Intersport and as such
find out about new products at show
launches, which is very important to us.
We also look at sport magazines to
track current trends.

What is the biggest barrier to 
doing business?
Price. With Soccer World and the
internet slashing prices, convincing
customers that paying a bit extra for
quality, service and products is not
always easy.

Have you plans for an online arm?
We currently do not trade online,
although it is something that will
continually be reviewed.

What is your biggest challenge as a
sports retailer, and what do you like
most about what you do?
Whether it is sport or a supermarket,
the biggest challenge is not to manage
budgets or ranges, but people - whether
they are suppliers, staff or customers. 

I like seeing the new products and
witnessing new developments in
technology first-hand and dealing 
with people who are passionate about
sport like me, be they suppliers or
customers. si

TAIL-ENDER



PRECISION Training
is Britain’s fastest growing sports

training and apparel brand.

Now with the new 2007-08

catalogue, it’s bigger and better

than ever before.

Precision Training offers 

you the ultimate one-stop total

sports solution.

Graham Taylor 

(former England national
football team manager)

Official Brand Ambassador

For more information and to obtain a copy of our catalogue, please contact 

Reydon Sports on 01159 002342 or visit 

www.precisiontraining.uk.com

JUST ADD
BLOOD,SWEAT

AND TEARS
NEW 2007-8 CATALOGUE
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orthotics more affordable
and accessible and armed
with his experience, studies
and personal goal, Phillip
set about creating
ORTHAHEEL. 

Going forward, Vasyli
International recently
announced the Vasyli Think
Tank. It was founded to
foster collaboration and
cooperative thought amongst
a leading group 
of health professionals
specialising in lower-limb
biomechanics.

What type of foot injuries
occur in sports people and why?
Most injuries occur when the sports participant gets tired,
losing foot integrity and control. For example, runners often
say an injury occurred when they stepped up their training
during preparation for a race or by going beyond their
comfort zone in order to get fitter or faster. 

In any sport, it is noticeable that performance suffers
when limbs and the mind get tired. When training staff, we
discuss causes of heel, knee and back pain as well as aching
legs, conditions such as plantar fasciitis, heel spurs, achilles
tendonitis and patella femoral. 

ORTHAHEEL, with its deep heel cup and medial
posting, realign the feet and ankles to their natural position,
improving body posture and relieving many chronic
complaints in the process. 

Why should someone buy Vasyli products?
All our products are backed by a 30-day unconditional
money-back guarantee, so the consumer can try the
product and assess if ORTHAHEEL is of benefit before
spending money and time seeking solutions from a
medical professional. 

In addition, ORTHAHEEL has a proven retail track
record. ORTHAHEEL insoles have been sold through Boots
and the independent pharmacy sector for over 10 years. This
retail credibility, combined with our medical background,
should give any sports retailer the confidence to invest in
our product range and encourage their consumers to
experience ORTHAHEEL.

What other product lines do you offer?
Having designed and manufactured award-winning insoles
for different types of footwear, Vasyli realised that there was
a need for biomechanical shoes, so a range was produced. 

Biomechanical foot dysfunction doesn’t disappear in
everyday life, so we focused on summer alternatives and
launched the Wave Flip-flop and sandals last year. These
items have become very popular, not only for use on

summer holidays, but for use around the house
and after sport.

What's been your best-selling product 
and why?
In terms of the sporting retail arena, our

Shock Absorber and Heel Pain Reliever have
proved very popular because they offer relief

from aches and pains associated with foot
dysfunction. ORTHAHEEL Wave Flip-flops and sandals

have also proved popular as more and more consumers look
for corrective and comfortable summer footwear.

Can you tell us about Vasyli and its
medical background?
Vasyli International was founded in
1979 by Australian podiatrist Phillip J
Vasyli, originally as a laboratory
manufacturing plaster cast orthotics.

However, it soon became evident that there was a need for
more time-efficient and cost-effective orthotic solutions. 

In response, Phillip invented the ‘Vasyli heat-mouldable
orthotic’, dispensed in minutes without the need for any
casting. Vasyli orthotics dramatically changed the orthotic
landscape, giving practitioners more options and flexibility.
The product made orthotic treatment available to a wider
scope of health practitioners, including podiatrists,
chiropodists, physical therapists and chiropractors, as well as
other health professionals in both private practice and
hospitals. 

Today Vasyli International has become the global
market leader in supplying treatment solutions to health
professionals. ORTHAHEEL is Vasyli International’s over-
the-counter retail solution, a true orthotic invented to
provide medical-grade support and relief not found in
cushioned insoles, yet positioned at an affordable price.

How much do you invest in staff training, development
and customer care?
Vasyli supports the independent retailer by offering relevant
products that not only offer the sports participant a solution
in their rehabilitation or the prevention of injuries caused by
lower limb dysfunction, but adds profit into the retailer’s tills.

Any extra customer care/service is vital to give the
sports independent an edge, and we help by offering staff
training, consumer and trade brochures, posters and support
information in a simple format on our website. 

In-store staff training consists of how to spot basic foot
dysfunction, an introduction to common injuries caused by
poor alignment of the feet or body and, most importantly,
why and how ORTHAHEEL insoles can help in the relief of
aches and pains. 

We also supply product to staff members so they can
enjoy the Vasyli experience first-hand and recommend
ORTHAHEEL with confidence.

Can you tell us about the R&D that's gone into 
the products?
ORTHAHEEL is a result of Phillip’s years in podiatry
practice analysing foot dysfunction, in addition to Vasyli

International’s medical background. 
Phillip observed that around 70

per cent of custom-made orthotics
were similar. Wanting to make

Richard Brand, European
Sales Director of Vasyli

si

Phillip J Vasyli
founded Vasyli
International in 1979
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Who are they aimed at?
We are a running brand and most of our
sales are to the independent running
specialist. However, the products do sell
into other markets, such as walking,
cycling, gym and racquet sports. Several
of the Premier League football clubs
even wear our Lite Anklet sock as a liner
sock underneath their football socks.

The running market has changed
quite significantly over the past few
years, both in terms of the increased
numbers of new runners entering the
market and the number of women now
running, and so our focus has changed
somewhat to allow for this.

How are they marketed?
We promote the brand in both trade and
consumer publications. We advertise and
work closely with the key running
publications and dabble with publications
in other markets, outdoor for example. 

We offer in-store POS and
merchandise units to stores. This is
backed up with a highly effective free
‘try-on’ sock offering, allowing
customers to actually try the socks when
they are being fitted with new running
shoes. We are also currently rolling out
our in-store promo days.

We attend key exhibitions/trade
shows such as the London Marathon
Expo and the STAG/Allied shows,
sponsor races and support some athletes.

We have also recently appointed
Peter Riley as our Marketing Manager.
Peter, besides having a marketing
degree, is one of the country’s leading
distance runners and will be
representing GB in the marathon at this
summer’s World Championships.

What is the most effective
way retailers can market the
range?
The traditional way is to display product
groups such as socks and accessories
together - and this is fine. Our POS -
display boards, merchandise units - will
help to highlight our brand and the ‘try-
on’ socks are a big plus. 

However, retailers need to focus on
ranging products especially to cater for
the increasing ladies’ market and we
are promoting this at present. For
example, putting a white/pink sock
next to a white/pink training shoe, or
one of our ‘Off Road’ socks next to an
‘Off Road’ shoe.

We also are always very happy to
give products to staff to test/wear, as
many customers will ask for their opinion.
For further details contact HILLY on
0161 366 8207.
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PRODUCT FOCUS

What’s Hot
HILLY range of socks and accessories

Graham Richards, managing director
of HILLY Clothing Limited, talks us
through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
The brand was actually formed in 1996,
by Dr Ron Hill, MBE and his son,
Steven. A limited range of technical
performance running socks was offered
to specialist running stores.

I joined the company in 2001 as a
director and shareholder to develop the
brand, both in terms of product and
distribution. Having been employed in
the running market since graduating in
1980, I had a good idea what was
required and could see that the brand
had potential.

Besides being a running legend,
Ron Hill also has a PhD in Textile
Chemistry, and so is key in new
developments/technologies and sock
design. The philosophy of the brand has
always been to offer technically
advanced, value-for-money and quality
products to its customers. 

Key features and benefits
All HILLY products are designed with
the aim of being advanced in terms of
composition, construction and overall
design features. Products are extensively
tested prior to going to market, not only
by HILLY staff, who run, but by an
extensive group of external product
testers, who provide valuable feedback. 

In addition, the company has a close
working relationship with one of the
country’s leading Sport Product Design
Faculties at Salford University.

Why have the products sold
so well?
Quite simply, quality of product and
quality of service - two of the key aims
for any business. 

As stated, we have always
attempted to offer products that are
technically advanced, while focusing on
offering a complete range for different
uses and price points to accommodate
the needs of all of our customers. 

For example, our sock range retails
at price points starting at £5.99, up to
the top-of-the-range at £10.99. We also
offer ultra-lightweight socks through to
padded socks and our top-selling Twin
Skin (double layer) range.

We are fully focused on offering a
first-class service to the trade by
carrying good stocks at all times,
processing orders the day received and
generally being a nice company to deal
with. We also have an excellent team of
sales agents. si



For more information or
to order this product

contact sales on: 
01925 243360 

GEL-TREADMILL

Natural running on the 

treadmill. Less impact, 

more stability.
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FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation of Sports &
Play Associations

clubs and associations, to submit
innovative proposals in the next few
months to be considered for funding. 

“We are delighted that four of the
biggest golf companies have chosen
to be the founding partners of the
Grow Golf campaign and we are
looking forward to investing in a
wide array of proposals aimed at
developing the game at grass roots
level in the coming years,” says
BGIA chairman David Wells.

Fund contributions will be based
on a percentage of UK turnover for
each partner company and it is hoped
that more BGIA members will be
encouraged to participate so the
annual fund becomes increasingly
significant and Grow Golf becomes a
major contributor to the future
growth of the game.
For further information contact
Jacqui Baldwin at the BGIA on
02476 417141 or email
Jacquib@sportsandplay.com

ABOVE: The British
Golf Industry
Association:

pioneering a new
initiative to stimulate
UK golf participation
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Seed fund
The ‘Grow Golf’ campaign, launched
at the BGIA’s AGM at Woburn on
April 16, 2007, will be kick-started
with a ‘seed fund’ from the four
founding partners in excess of
£50,000. The BGIA will be looking
to organisations such as the Golf
Foundation and the England Golf
Partnership, as well as other regional
or local initiatives from schools,

Four giants of the golf industry
have joined forces in an
unprecedented move to help grow
the game of golf. 

Acushnet, Callaway, Ping and
Taylor Made/Adidas, under the
umbrella of the British Golf Industry
Association, are pioneering a new
initiative to stimulate golf
participation across all age groups,
geographic regions and social
backgrounds in the UK.

SPORTS AND TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE

A £15 million state-of-the-art sports and technology institute is being created at
Loughborough University in partnership with East Midlands Development Agency.

The FSPA has recently met with Dr Mike Caine, who is heading up the
institute. The federation and the university are keen to establish a way forward
in developing a working relationship that would benefit members in the areas of
research and development.

The sports and technology institute, which will be based at the university,
is concerned with development and testing. Its main areas of research are for
athletic footwear, technical sports apparel, sports balls and sports fitness
equipment, as well as the users of such equipment.

The institute is due to be officially unveiled later this year, and FSPA
members will be welcome to attend the opening and learn more about the
facilities on offer.

FSPA MEMBER NEWS

si

NEW RECRUIT

The Federation of Sports and 
Play Associations welcomes 
Michelle Iddon as the newest recruit
to its team.

Michelle has joined the team as
Sales and Marketing Manager to
assist the federation in promoting
and developing its membership
base. Her many years’ experience
will be an important asset to this
new and challenging role.

mailto:Jacquib@sportsandplay.com




“ispo does not mirror an existing
market - it makes the market” Armin
Dassler once said. This great
sportswear visionary was chairman of
the ispo advisory board until 1989
and one of the many who have
recognised that trends are born at
ispo, or become a commercial success
due to the trade fair.

Since 1970 there have been 66 ispo
trade fairs. At the heart of each has been
a unique connection with the market and
its evolving needs. Right now, that is
recognition of the rapidly emerging
segment, ‘sportstyle’.

Converging boundaries
Think Beckham and you understand
perfectly how the boundaries between
sports and fashion have converged,
with a sports personality becoming a
lifestyle brand. The product messages
still reflect quality and performance
sport is at the core, but the style that
goes with it is increasingly a vital part
of the mix.  

Whether this is through fashion
statements, such as the growing
number of designer collaborations on
sportswear, or functional advances
such as wearable technologies, the
fact is that sport and style is a
combined market of enormous
innovation and sales potential - and
ispo is the first trade show to open up
this opportunity.

Those who had thought this ispo
was simply becoming a fashion show,
or had remained a domestic German
show, should think again. The all-new
ispo Sport & Style has two key focal
points: Performance, featuring

functional equipment, clothing and
footwear, and Sportstyle, showcasing
sport-inspired influences. The
Performance sector of the show reflects
the specialist sporting and consumer

need for absolute functionality, in
everything from fitness, health and
nutrition, running and walking to
teamsports, trekking, triathlon, inline
and racquet sports.

The show is about recognising the
evolution of the technical market,

which has seen an original
structure of 64 per cent
hardware and only 16 per
cent sportswear, 20 per

cent
footwear,
shift
dramatically.

Sportswear
now represents

62 per cent of the
desired exhibition sector and

hardware just 18 per cent. 
This year an initial interest in

sportstyle of a little over 26 per cent
has risen dramatically to 44.3 per
cent as the consumer driven demand
for sport-inspired products impacts on

the retail buying focus. Consider that
80 per cent of sporting apparel or
footwear is worn as comfortable and
stylish casualwear and the sales
potential is obvious.

Core segments
Four new core segments await visitors
- ‘ispovision’, ‘sportstyle’,
‘performance’ and ‘trends &
innovations’ - with exhibitors able to
show products in crossover areas and
new categories. A superior level of
visitor communication has been
introduced, with guided directions, a
central stage for all fashion shows and
action areas such as the ‘Style Lounge’,
‘Games Area’ and ‘Chill Out Zone’.
The relaxed social ambience will
continue to be evident; the Reef ispo
Party opening the show on July 8 is a
prime example of the vibe. 

New on the summer exhibitor front
are brands such as Ben Sherman, Reef,
Hummel and Spyder. For purists, a
preview of the kit for September’s
Rugby World Cup is, of course,
obligatory. Among others, Canterbury
of New Zealand is exhibiting a more
fashion-oriented line with a refined,
elitist yet colourful spirit, reflecting a
perfect mixture of lifestyle and sport. 

Jack Wolfskin, Quiksilver and The
North Face all return to the show
alongside Asics, which will be
expanding its presence by exhibiting in
performance, sportstyle and ispovision.
UK representation on other stands
continues to increase as visitors make

ispo their ultimate business forum.
With its vast marketing resources,

ispo has become a global community
and industry communications network.
Television coverage reaches more than
24 million homes globally and ispo tv
feeds live webcasts directly from the
show. The new ispo.com website is
built in eight languages, has over one
million hits per annum and is backed
by a worldwide advertising campaign
targeting two million buyers and
opinion leaders. 

“ispo has always been the
forerunner in regards to offering added
value to its exhibitors and visitors,”
says Florian Weingärtner, Marketing
Director of the ispo Group. “Today, the
goals of a trade show presentation for
exhibitors are pre-order information
and communication. I encourage
everyone to take a close look at what
we produce - much of it for free - and
make the most out of your trade show
presence at ispo Sport & Style.” 

ispo Sport & Style
The directional sports show with unique style

ISPO SPORT & STYLE PREVIEW
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“ispo is not just a trade show, it is a brand -
to supply exhibition space is not enough”
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A total of 300,000 direct mailings
sent to international retailers - including
10,000 new sports fashion and
sportswear retailers, as well as 4,500
shoe retailers - represents the biggest
campaign of its kind. There are also
guided key account programmes with
some of the most important
international buyers. This includes a
strong UK representation from new ispo
partner, STAG Buying Group, which
will also be hosting a visitor area at 
the show.

Says Ward Robertson,
Joint Managing Director of
STAG Buying Group: “If
you make your living in
this industry you need your
head examined if you don’t
attend ispo. The ideas
available on how to improve your
business alone are worth the trip tenfold.  

“UK industry professionals are
missing a huge chance to learn new
ideas, see new ways of merchandising,
spot new trends and network with like-
minded individuals. The show is really,
really important if you are at all
progressive in your thinking.” 

UK communications
platform
In developing a stronger and more
specific UK communications platform,
ispo has added consultant Lauren Fox to
the team to help create and run a range
of initiatives to enhance the ispo
community here.  

Former sports trade magazine editor
and contributor to a range of national
titles, Fox has also been a marketing and
PR consultant for brands such as
Umbro, Animal, Blacks, Reef,
Wolverine, K2 and many others in the
sports, surf, wintersports and youth
markets, as well as handling event
management and media relations on
consumer and trade shows such as
NASS, Soltex and the OIA Conference
and awards. 

Fox will be bringing UK relevance
to ispo concepts and enhancing
communications with the market here
alongside the show sales team at Pattern.

Another UK partner for ispo’s
communication initiative is recently
established Grace Design & Consulting,
possibly the first all-girl, specialist sport
and youth-focused design and
consulting studio.

From brand development to
collection design and trend consultancy,
partners Danielle Sellwood and Louise
Hudson are making an impact in a
market that has a growing ‘by women
for women’ awareness. 

Sellwood, a respected industry
spokesperson, has extensive experience
in the active sportswear market as a

senior designer for Puma, Marks &
Spencer, Converse and Nevica, though
more recently internationally renowned
as the active sports editor at wgsn.com
(the world’s leading international online
news and information service for the
global style
industries). 

Hudson’s
background as a
youth trends expert
(formerly also
wgsn.com’s
youth/junior editor)
includes extensive
knowledge of the global
design market, with a
particular emphasis on youth
and activewear brands. For
ispo Sport & Style the team
are helping to create a range of
new, culturally relevant
branded photography and
material.

ispo is not just a trade
show, it is a brand - to supply
exhibition space is not enough.
It is that understanding of the
way the product offering has
evolved, as well as the show’s
own response in terms of its
concepts and what is provided
for those who attend, that
make ispo unique.

Recognising - rather than
reacting to - what is needed
to increase brand awareness
in the market enables ispo to
help drive product sales and
support, while never forgetting the
sports performance at its heart. The
event has come a long way from
being a core sports calendar entry - it’s
now a world force in the modern 
sports market, a journey worth 
making and, what’s more, not so
expensive nowadays.

ispo is an eye-opener, giving brands
and buyers alike the focal point they
need from every perspective.
For more information visit www.ispo-
sportstyle.com or contact Pattern on
020 8940 4625/info@pattern.co.uk

25www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Has the Goliath of the trade that is
Sports Direct started to show signs
of a value growth slowdown?
Recent indications are that, whilst
still positive, retail business is slower
than earlier in the year.  

NPD figures show that Sports
Direct continues to show strong
double-digit growth year on year (12
months to March 2007), which is
significant as the market (currently

SPORTS FOOTWEAR UPDATE

26 SPORTS INSIGHT

worth £1.4 billion) is showing a
decline of minus five per cent.

However, in the recent quarter
there has been a slowdown in the
aggressive growth trends that have
been seen over the last few years. In
the total sports footwear market,
average footwear prices have
stabilised at £25, with Sports Direct
average price remaining below that of
the market at £19, driven by the high

quantity of lower-priced products
sold such as Lonsdale, Umbro and
Diadora. Lonsdale is now among the
top five sports footwear volume
brands.

NPD’s Consumer Panel shows
that both Adidas and Nike have seen
average prices decline significantly
through Sports Direct in the latest
year. To mitigate this, according to
various trade reports of late, Adidas

The NPD Group reveals how the big retail chains have differentiated
in an increasingly competitive sports footwear market

The race for dominance

JJB Sports is aiming to open 184 of its
‘shop-in-shop’ areas by the end of July



competitors on its in-store concepts.
Its ‘shop-in-shop’ initiative is a prime
example - all of which are designed in
conjunction with the key
manufacturers. This is in part to
increase the retailer/manufacturer
relationship (capitalising on the
weakening relationship with
competition) and to provide the
customer with a visually stimulating
and ‘easy-to-shop’ environment. 

The aim is to open 184 of these
areas in-store by the end of July, with
a target of 600 for next year. It is still
too early to quantify exactly the
impact of these new initiatives, but
early signs indicate that JJB Sports
continues to show gains (plus two per

and Nike appear to be trying to
distance themselves from the retailer,
reducing some of their ranges in order
to try to stem some of the margin loss
they have experienced over the last
six to 12 months.

Copycat game
It has become more and more
difficult for retailers selling similar
products to Sports Direct not to play a
copycat game and compete on price.
This is what JJB Sports initially
seemed to do, cutting prices and
promoting heavily to try to win
footfall and drive product volumes. 

However, recently JJB Sports has
aimed to differentiate from

cent year on year), which keeps it
very much in the race for dominance
of the sports footwear market.

JD continues to move further
away from ‘sports’ footwear to a more
lifestyle-based offering. It is putting
more focus behind its private label,
particularly within apparel, and is
extending this with new offerings such
as new beachwear ranges.

According to NPD’s Consumer
Panel service, the fashion and lifestyle
sector remains a key growth area for
JD with K-Swiss and Lacoste now
key brands in the market (K-Swiss is
one of the best performing brands in
the top 10 in the total market).

JD has posted some positive
results in recent periods and continues
to streamline its business and convert
acquired fascias to JD stores. NPD
Group’s Consumer Panel figures show
some significant growth for JD in the
latest six months, a growth rate well
ahead of JJB and Sports Direct.
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At a glance
■ Sports Direct continues to show
strong double-digit growth year on year
■ In the recent quarter there has been
a slowdown in the aggressive growth
trends that have been seen over the
last few years
■ In the total sports footwear market,
average footwear prices have stabilised
at £25. Sports Direct’s average price
remains at £19
■ JJB Sports has aimed to differentiate
from competitors with its ‘shop-in-shop’
initiative
■ JD continues to move further away
from ‘sports’ footwear to a more
lifestyle-based offering

Data was sourced from The NPD
Group’s POS and Consumer Panel
services. For further information
contact The NPD Group sports team
on 01932 355580.

UK SPORTS FOOTWEAR MARKET 
VALUES SALES

Lonsdale is now among
the top five sports
footwear volume brands

Sports Direct keeps its footwear
price below average by selling
lower-priced products from the
likes of Umbro
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ABOVE: The basic
mistakes caused by
day-to-day stresses
drain your business’
efficiency

your products and service at different
times and in different places.
■ Not focusing on repeat business,
which makes up 80 per cent of
customers in most retail outlets.
■ Not having a clear message. The
best marketing plan will be wasted if
no one understands it.
■ Going overboard. If it sounds too
good to be true, it probably is. Too
much hype turns people away.
■ Not getting feedback. Test your
marketing ideas on focus groups. Don’t
launch without getting some idea of the
probable reaction.
■ Making unnecessary changes.
Often a tried and true formula is the
most effective.
■ Starting too late. Sales campaigns
should be timed to coincide with new
products and services or seasonal
events. And that means preparing well
in advance.
■ Accidentally intimidating
customers by seeming to be a specialist
store catering only for hardened
enthusiasts. Studies have shown that
casual customers can be scared away
by all that technology.

Avoid using technical terms for
goods and equipment that make the
customer feel excluded. Make
customers feel comfortable and make it
clear that no question is a stupid
question. Take care to explain things

simply, without seeming impatient or
superior.
■ Miscalculating your break-even
point. This is only reached when
revenue equals all business costs, but
studies show that many retailers make
the mistake of assuming that nearly
everything they take over the counter is
disposable income.

To work out your break-even point:
1. Add at least 10 per cent to your
estimate of fixed costs to cover
miscellaneous expenses you can’t
predict.
2. Base your sales revenue forecasts on
the volume of business you can
realistically expect, not on how much
you need to make a good profit.
3. Calculate the average gross profit
from each sale. This is the money left
after the costs of providing the product
or service.
4. Divide your average gross profit by
the average selling price to calculate an
average gross profit percentage. This
tells you how much of sales income is
gross profit.

Then simply divide your estimated
annual fixed costs by your gross profit
percentage to work out the amount of
sales revenue you’ll need to bring in
just to break even.
■ Being too similar to the
competition. Remember the niche-
marketing slogan, ‘To be better, you

BUSINESS HEALTHCHECK

How’s business? Do you have a nasty
feeling that rival independents are
poaching your share of the market?
That when it comes to image,
promotion and innovation they could
have the edge? According to
consultants, many small businesses are
now so preoccupied with day-to-day
survival that basic mistakes are being
allowed to creep in unnoticed.

The obvious answer is to give your
business a thorough ‘health check’ at
least once a year, looking at key areas
like customer care, buying, pricing,
promotion, employee relations, sales and
profit margins. Then it’s a case of
making the changes and innovations that
will keep the business up to speed - and
maybe giving your staff a wake-up call.

So just what are you looking for?
Here are the current most common
blunders plaguing independent retailing.
Be honest - how many can apply to you?
■ Mismanaging your marketing. At
least 50 per cent of independent retail
marketing is ineffective, according to
London School of Economics research. 

So be on the lookout for:
■ Not marketing to a defined group.
Gear your efforts to a strictly defined
audience. Trying to appeal to everyone
just doesn’t work.
■ Lack of diversification. Plan to
market through a cross-section of media
so that customers become familiar with

Clean bill of health
In the fight for survival don’t forget to regularly look at
your finances and management operations, says Tony James 
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marketing themes pretty much as they
were five or even 10 years ago? If so,
maybe you need look no further if sales
aren’t what they should be.

Image consultants urge retailers to
change window displays at least every
three months, preferably to coincide
with major sports seasons, and to make
some significant décor or presentation
change every six months.

But what are the trends that boost
sales? Specialist image consultants can
keep you ahead of fashion with details
and photographs of pioneering retail
displays - from as far afield as America,
Australia and the Far East.

For instance, advisers like Retail
Image Consulting
(www.retailimageconsulting.com) run a
trend tracking service for clients
anxious to keep their retailing up to
date.
■ Forgetting to show that you care.
Make sure staff are friendly, helpful
and tidily dressed. Thank buyers for
their custom - that’s so rare nowadays
and is likely to make a lasting
impression.

Show you’re human - make a few
trivial mistakes when presenting a
product - customers can be suspicious
of someone who seems too smart and
has all the right answers!
■ Discouraging impulse buying by
having goods in the wrong place.
Studies have shown that impulse sales
automatically increase when goods are
placed at eye level, while routine
products continue to sell wherever they
are located. Remember too that the first
two or three metres up a shopping aisle
are ‘dead space’ as far as impulse
buying is concerned, and so can be
used for routine essentials.

Another way of boosting impulse
sales is to move things from their
accustomed places. This will stop
people going straight to where they
know things are without looking at
other products on offer. 

If punters can move around easily
they can concentrate on looking at
things they might buy, rather than
becoming irritated by being jostled and
crowded out.

Indeed, when a sports store put in
what the trade calls ‘hot spots’ - areas
through which customers have to pass
on their way to other departments -
impulse sales of goods displayed there
increased by 500 per cent.
■ Neglecting cash flow - if you fail to
manage your cash flow properly you’ll
soon be in deep trouble, however brisk
business seems. Check your cash
position regularly - at least once a
month. A study of failed retailers

must be different’. That doesn’t mean
you have to offer something unique, but
you must do something that sets you
apart from rival retailers, particularly the
big boys.

If you’re a small retailer you can’t
fight big rivals on their own ground
because you simply won’t have the
resources. But you can often steal a
march on them by being more agile,
creative and committed.

Being a small independent can be a
big benefit - you can get closer to your
customers and give them what they
really want.
■ Assuming that cutting prices will
always boost business. It doesn’t.
Studies show that price cuts only make
sense when:
1. They earn you higher profits - most
don’t.
2. They’re part of a customer loyalty
programme that can’t easily be copied
by competitors.
3. Customers buy more than just a cut-
price item.
4. Customers initially enticed in by low
prices regularly return to the store.  
5. Cut-price bargains are just part of a
sales strategy linked to a well-planned
advertising and promotional campaign.   
6. Reduced prices still cover costs
involving services, delivery and other
expenses.
■ Not updating your retail image. Are
your window displays, shop décor and

showed that some only looked at the
books three or four times a year.

This doesn’t mean just checking
what’s in the bank - regularly review
outgoings, value of stock and how
much you are owed. By keeping a close
eye on finances you can assess the
success of sales and advertising
strategies.

Prepare cash flow projections for at
least a year ahead, based on both
present turnover and the worst possible
future scenario. 

To check if you are really in control of
cash flow, answer these questions:
1. How much cash is in the bank at this
moment?
2. What’s the value of cheques written
but not yet cashed?
3. Minimum sales needed each month
to break even?
4. Will you need another bank loan -
when and how much?
5. How long do you take to pay
suppliers?      
6. The total cost of supplies paid for but
not used?
7. How long do creditors take to pay
up?
8. How long does it take to sell the
products you have in stock?

Less than six correct answers and a
cash crisis could take you unawares.
■ Not knowing how to deal with
complaints. The average retailer has at
least one complaint a week and making
a hash of it costs money as well as
customer goodwill. Here are some
simple damage-limitation tips:
1. Be on the ball. A complaining
customer’s patience is short. Make sure
to have all the information required.
2. Be courteous. Being unpleasant is
never justified and will make matters
worse.
3. Be appreciative if the customer is
understanding about the snarl up.
Knock something off the bill and send a
letter of thanks. 
4. Tell the customer if there’s a problem.
No news is not good news. 
5. Avoid delays. If they’re inevitable,
explain what’s going on. On the phone,
take a number and call back.
■ Inefficient stock control can be a
small business killer. So can you afford
not to invest in good quality
computerised data?

Retail consultants agree that it’s
growing harder to persuade customers
to buy something they have to order and
wait for because you've run out of
stock. In the old days the traditional
shopkeepers’ lament was: “You can't
sell what you don't have.” Even in these
days of sophisticated stock control, this
saying is as true as ever.
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IN SEASON NETBALL
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Once considered purely the domain
of schoolgirls in pleated skirts, netball
is earning a bit more respect these
days. It’s a fast-paced, highly skilful
sport requiring speed, athleticism
and tactical thinking - and its days of
being a sport for females only are
numbered.

In Australia, where participation
levels are extremely high (it’s the
biggest sport after golf), mixed netball
is growing, although by some accounts
it can quickly turn into a form of rugby
if the rules are not strongly enforced.

There is a long rivalry between
Australia and New Zealand, with New
Zealand the reigning world champions.
But the UK has always had a strong
affiliation with the game, and
England’s victory over world and
Commonwealth champions New
Zealand at the MEN Arena in
Manchester last month sent
shockwaves around the netball world,
provoking a host of media comments

and re-evaluation of England’s
prospects ahead of the World
Championships in November. 

England defeated New
Zealand for the first time in 32
years, making them a strong
contender for the Netball
World Championships in
Auckland, which are less
than six months away.
England - Commonwealth
bronze medal holder - is

currently ranked fourth in
the world behind New

Zealand, Australia and
Jamaica.

Excitement
Netball is an extremely fast game, with
lots of quick passing and fast leading
with frequent directional changes. The
excitement generated by this number-
one team sport for women has meant
advances in television coverage recently. 

At the end of last year Sky Sports
began televising the Netball
Superleague (NSL) - the most
prestigious netball competition in the
UK - and the deal ensured the first
regular coverage of domestic netball on
British TV.

Hellen Manufor, Great Britain
netball squad commonwealth bronze
medallist and now sales director for
Gilbert, says the increased TV coverage
is enabling the netball market to grow.
“The sport’s profile is growing with the
Superleague now on Sky Sports, and
Sky showing England’s international
matches helps give exposure to a new
audience,” she says. 

“England gets good funding for
netball coverage in comparison to other
countries, but still needs a lot of
support.”

Manufor believes that a few rule
changes in recent years have improved
the game. 

“Netball is now more competitive
with fewer stoppages, and in terms of
new netball equipment, clothing has
changed it too,” she says. “Dresses have
given it a more modern feel, with flashy
teams really using patterns. Also,
sponsorship opportunities have grown.”

Sky Sports showed 17 matches
from last year’s tournament and has
broadcast six England international
matches from this year, including the
three-match Test series against South
Africa in January 2007 and the tri-
nations series against Jamaica and
Australia in May 2007.

Worldwide, over 20 million people
are playing netball. Many schools
throughout the world have netball as
part of their physical education
curriculum, teaching children important
skills such as ball work, communication
and teamwork.

Passion
Netball is not just a sport for many, it is
a passion. For many women around the
world it is empowering - a chance to be
active and the opportunity to play a
team sport.

As England coach Marg Caldow
recently said of her team: “England is
now right up there in the world order.” 

Net gains
England’s netball side beat the world
champions for the first time in 32 years
last month and its TV profile is increasing -

could netball’s star be rising?
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FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS SPECIAL
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fitness and swimming products.
Many sports manufacturers even
provide professional point of sale
material to assist in the marketing 
of their products.

As well as boosting profits, 
this type of proactive retailing can
also help you nurture positive 
long-term relationships with your
customers - providing another 

value-added service as part of their
membership fee. 

How do you begin to source 
these products? You can start right
here with our Fitness & Health 
Clubs Special.

Established names
Over the next six pages you’ll find
details of products suitable for many

One of the secrets of a successful
business is to sell more to your
current customer base. Accepted
business wisdom suggests that
repeat customers spend around 
33 per cent more than new ones,
while it costs up to six times 
more to sell something to a new
customer than it does to a 
current one.

So how do you go about it? 
One way is to offer your members a
range of sports products to aid or
improve their gym or health club
experience.

Paying dividends
A small area of your reception/
entrance space could pay dividends
if stocked appropriately with various

Fit for business
Have you considered offering your members a range of sports products to aid or
improve their gym or health club experience?

gym and health club members.
Most of the companies 
featured appear in Sports Insight
on a regular basis and are
established names in the trade -
their products are already
successfully sold the length 
and breadth of the country through
the UK’s independent sports 
retail network.

The UK health and fitness
sector is a billion-pound industry
and has grown in value by four per
cent in the last year. According to
the 2006 State of the UK Fitness
Industry Report, the sector now
has more members than at any
time in its 20-year history. Are 
you making the most of the
opportunity this presents?

Many sports manufacturers even provide professional point of sale
material to assist in the marketing of their products
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CONTACT DETAILS
Maru Swimwear

Waterway Street West,
Nottingham NG2 1NL 
England

Tel: 0115 985 1212
Email: sales@maruswimwear.co.uk

Maru, the UK’s most fashionable active swimwear
brand, is launching new styles and colourways
across all its ranges for Autumn/Winter 2007 -
guaranteed to prove popular with consumers. 

Maru’s brand new M Force range, designed
for competition, training and fitness swimming,
features suits and shorts in black with red and
silver prints. Whilst Maru’s sought-after Pacer
range, developed for its durable, chlorine-proof
finish and built-in fabric memory, is crammed
with new styles, designs and colours, 
including the Zany Vault Back in blue, with
overprinted orange and yellow design. In
addition, the Aqua Classic range lives up to
its reputation as flattering swimwear, with
both low legs and greater bust support.
Finally, there’s Maru’s leisure range -
swimwear with a high fashion edge for
men, women and kids - including halter
top bikinis, surf-inspired shorts,
embroidery and funky, retro patterns

Maru also supply a full accessories
range, including goggles, hats, bags and
training aids. For retailers stocking the Maru accessories
range, Maru is offering a stylish, compact stand,
designed to hold up to 24 goggles, which can be both
slat wall mounted or free standing.

To make it even easier to stock Maru product in
2007, Maru offer stock by return and heavy investment
into the brand is not required.

To find out more or to order any Maru product
please contact Maru Swimwear on 0115 985 1212 or
email sales@maruswimwear.co.uk
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How can sports and leisure centres maximise sales
on sports supports? 
Firstly, they must recognise the potential that their 
client base has.

All sports and leisure centres have hundreds of athletes
coming through the door on a daily basis, and yet many
miss the opportunity to retail sports supports, despite the
fact that research has shown that at any one time up to
10% of participating athletes may be carrying an injury
that could be assisted/prevented using a sports support.

Just using a simple merchandise unit (as many do
with swimming accessories) can result in an excellent
revenue stream with little additional effort required.

Tell me more about the merchandise units.
Using McDavid’s simple self-shipper (pictured), products
can be clearly displayed, stock can easily be managed
and the customer has the confidence to select product
from a clearly defined range that suggests that the
retailer knows and understands sports injuries.

What are the most common injuries sustained 
and by whom?
Injuries are often determined by the particular sport
being played and the stresses being applied to the body
during participation. However, as a generalisation, the
most common injuries are back, knee ankle and elbow,
which is clearly reflected in the percentage sales of
these items versus the total range.

Are profit margins good?
The general public have little or no perception of the retail
prices of supports (as they often do with many other
sporting items), but are looking for a solution to an injury

problem. The result is that retail prices can be
maintained without heavy discounting
required to sell the product through.
Of course, the other major
advantage is that the category is
not season-specific and subject to
fashion. Therefore, cash is not tied
up in forward commitments and
clearance is rarely required. 

How do I find out more?
McDavid has a team of agents covering the UK
who would be happy to call and give advice.
Simply email info@mcdaviduk.com or call 
08701 188002.

CONTACT DETAILS
MCDAVID UK 
& IRELAND 

The Granary, Shilbrook Manor
29 Bampton Road, Black Bourton 
Oxon OX18 2PD

Tel: 08701188002
Fax: 08701188003
Email: info@mcdaviduk.com

MCDAVID EUROPE
Hagelberg
2250 Olen Belgium
Tel: +32 14 85 47 85
Fax: +32 14 85 02 19
Email: info@mcdavid.be

Maru

McDavid

FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS SPECIAL
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Fashy have been supplying health resorts and
clubs with swimwear and accessories for over 30
years in Europe and the UK.

The design and quality control of all their
products has led to continued success.

Delivering direct from the German
warehouse with small orders has given shops the
opportunity to buy when required, at excellent
prices. To make it easy, Fashy have full-colour
catalogues for all ranges.

Fashy are able to supply branded and
corporate products in small quantities so clubs can
offer their members well-priced quality products,
without competing with high street sports shops.

The swimwear range covers all age groups,
even including swim-nappies, with a variety of
styles and designs. Not everyone wants a second-
skin swimming costume or a Racer-back suit.
With the popularity of family membership, the
sales of Bodyform, Constructed and Supported
costumes is increasing.

Poolside and shower shoes have become

more popular because they offer protection from
athletes foot and fungal infections, are
anatomically designed and slip-retardant in wet
areas. All Fashy shoes are extremely hard-wearing
and comfortable. With safety in mind, Fashy
developed the Swimshoe for all age groups. It is
suitable for aquarobics and is also ideal
protection, particularly for children on holiday,
against sharp rocks, hot beaches and the dreaded
Weaver fish.

The Swim Goggle range is very comprehensive,
offering a large variety in both quality and price.
Fashy even supply Dioptre Goggles for those
swimmers that want to see where they are going.
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Fashy UK Ltd

CONTACT DETAILS

Konfidence

Unit 1c Treburley
Industrial Estate
Treburley
Launceston
Cornwall 
PL15 9PU

Tel: 01579 371000
Fax: 01579 371001
email: sales@konfidence.com
web : www.konfidence.co.uk

A recent report commissioned by The Swimming
Teachers Association found:
■ There has been an 85% increase in baby
swimming in the UK over the last 2 years. 
■ The report suggested that there were now at
least 2,000 independent baby swimming schools
operating in the UK. 
■ Remarkably, 75% of these reported that they had
a waiting list.

This report is now over 6 months old, so the
current figures will exceed even these. 

It is also thought that the majority of pools
operating in the UK are a little under the
recommended 31–32 degrees celsius, and so
teachers and parents have found that babies and
children learning to swim can quickly get cold,
disinterested and agitated.

Almost 3 years ago Konfidence, whilst
already well know for its buoyant swimming aid -
The Original Konfidence Jacket - started working
closely with swimming teachers in developing
and prototyping a new range of baby 
swimming products. This collaboration has
resulted in the company now offering buoyancy,
and Warm in the Water products, for babies and
children, from 3 months old through to
teenagers. The range also extends to adults in
the Original Konfidence Jackets and the Micro
Neoprene Swimming T-Shirts. 

The Warm in the Water/Baby Swimming range
includes products such as:
■ BabyWarma wetsuits for 3 months to 2 year olds.
■ One size fits all swim nappies.

■ Neoprene nappy covers (Nappicova).
■ Neoprene baby changing mats.
■ Warma Wetsuits for 2-7-year-olds.

The Baby Swimming Range in particular has
exceeded even Konfidence’s expectations, with
sales more than tripling over the last 18 months.
The brand is being asked for by name more and
more in the high street, and this is reflected in
ever-increasing sales to sports retailers.

With the current huge increase in demand
for Baby swimming products, along with very
attractive Konfidence trade margins, next day
delivery, a personal service and dedicated advice
line, there has never been a better time to start
offering your customers the Konfidence range.

For details on becoming a trade customer, or
to request a brochure, please contact Konfidence.

CONTACT DETAILS
Fashy supply the
largest range of
Swimcaps, Hats and
Accessories all year.
Please contact Fashy for more information or
catalogues and sample viewing.

Fashy UK Ltd
192 Alma Road
Bournemouth
BH9 1AJ

Tel: 01202 515251
Fax: 01202 531409
Email: Email.accs@fashy.co.uk
Website: www.fashy.com

Take the plunge
with Konfidence and
increase your profits

Konfidence
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ASICS

CONTACT DETAILS
For further information, please call 01925 243 360 or
email: info@brandnation.co.uk

This sturdy
shoe is

perfect for trail
running and features

some serious technology. In the
upper, water resistant anotechnology

is featured in the fabric. This means that,
as opposed to most water-resistant shoes,

which are coated or lined in water-resistant treatments,
the GEL-Trail Sensor WR has the treatment applied individually to
each thread. This makes it much lighter and more breathable than
Gore Tex. The tongue is also sewn into the upper to provide greater
moisture resistance and abrasion resistance on the top of the foot.

In the sole, the midsole features SoLyte, and rearfoot and frontfoot
GEL for maximum shock absorption. Uniquely, the rearfoot GEL is
positioned in four separate units, which adjust to varying terrain, such
as rocks, tree stumps, twigs and uneven tracks. A trusstic extends in
the middle of the shoe right to the rearfoot, which adds further
stability. In the forefoot there is a rock plate. This thermoplastic plate
helps prevent sharp objects such as rock edges and sharp branches
piercing the base of the foot. The Trail Sensor WR extends ASICS' IGS
(Impact Guidance System) philosophy through a Trail IGS system, which
decouples the heel elements to allow an independent movement of
each of the heel GEL pods. A bridge has been placed at the Trusstic
between the lateral heel crash pod and the medial heel pod. This
allows interaction between each pod, so as one compresses the other
pod pushes into the surface. SSP is £95. 

GEL-Trail
Sensor WR

Rucanor Sportswear

Now that the warmer
weather’s here, and with the
holiday season just around the
corner, it’s time to make sure
that you’re ready to capitalise
on everybody’s need to jump
into the water!

Rucanor have 8 pages of
watersports products in the
‘Never out of Stock collection
07/08’ catalogue, ranging
from the basics such as
noseclips and earplugs,
through to a semi-professional
diving mask. With 8 models of
goggles, half a dozen different
styles of hats, snorkels and
masks (either in sets or singly),
plus flippers, armbands,
swimwear, aquasocks and
beach slippers - all available
from stock - you can make a
great display with the colour-
coordinated packaging.
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CONTACT DETAILS
For further information on these or any other products from the Rucanor
range, please call the Sales Hotline Number: 0845 2300147.
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Keep ‘Em Safe, Keep ‘Em Bright, 

Keep ‘Em Protected
Jakabel
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Endorsed by the Royal Life Saving Society, the
Swimsafe Floatsuit is the number 1 choice floatsuit
for kids again in 2007.

The Swimsafe Floatsuit is not only guaranteed
not to tip over, it’s also comfortable to wear with a
UPF50+ sun protection rating - kids just love to wear
it all day long.

Developed in Australia, the Swimsafe Floatsuit’s
patented design has built-in flexible foam buoyancy
panels around the body and a unique foam neck
ring that keeps the child’s head above water –
leaving arms and legs free to practice strokes or just
splash around safely.

Dive with the turtles, search for hidden
treasures or just chill with the dudes….Jakabel’s
new range of dive toys has everything to keep the
kids occupied in the water this summer.

If kids want more adventure than just the
ordinary dive rings - Jakabel’s range is just the
thing to whet their appetite.

Kids will love the multicoloured Turtle Eggs. Just
throw them in the water, watch them slowly sink to
the bottom and when they’re collected they pop
open to reveal a baby turtle that slowly floats back to
the surface - pack of 6 Turtle Eggs for just £4.95.

Who said fashion and sun protection wear
don’t mix? Jakabel’s fabulous new sun protection
range for kids just got funkier - new bright designs

for 2007 mean the kids will just love wearing the
range and they’ll look great too.

Made from easy-to-wear, lightweight,
comfortable nylon Lycra with a protection of
UV50+, the new range will help keep young skin
protected in and out of the water all day long.

The range includes long sleeved tops for kids
between 2 and 11 (£16.95). The tops are available
in two colourways – pink/yellow and blue/royal.
Matching shorts are also available for just £9.95.

Instead of shorts for the girls, how about the
exclusive SKorts (£12.99) - shorts with a 
skirt over the top - for that more feminine touch?

Or, if you want to keep it simple, Jakabel have a
range of all-in-one ‘shorty’ sun suits for kids up to 7
year olds for only £19.95.

CONTACT DETAILS
Jakabel are a specialist swim
safety, sun protection clothing
and pool toy supplier. To view the complete Jakabel
range or to find out details about your local stockist,
visit www.jakabel.com or contact

Josu Shephard on 020 8715 2385 (office) or 
07957 541 406 (mobile) or 
email: josu.shephard@jakabel.com

CONTACT DETAILS
Aqua Sphere 

Tel: 01254 278873
Web: www.aquasphereswim.com

Aqua Sphere is a world-renowned brand for
swimming eye protection and, thanks to the
innovation of its goggles and masks, has now
become the fastest growing aquatic brand in the UK.
The revolutionary Kaiman goggle offers a full 180 degree
range of visibility and a comfortable, leak resistant seal. Try
it and see the difference! The breakthrough Eagle goggle
offers interchangeable curved lenses to suit different light
conditions and opthalmic lenses for swimmers who wear
prescription lenses. No wonder the Eagle won 'Best
Designed Sport Kit' at the 2006 Sport Industry Awards!
New for 2007, Aqua Sphere's Performance Swimwear is
chlorine resistant, quick drying, offers great shape retention
and high performance muscle control. For the freshest
name in innovative, high-quality, well-priced swim kit,
phone 01254 278873 or visit www.aquasphereswim.com

Aqua Sphere

FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS SPECIAL

http://www.jakabel.com
mailto:shephard@jakabel.com
http://www.aquasphereswim.com
http://www.aquasphereswim.com
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FITNESS & HEALTH CLUBS SPECIAL

CONTACT DETAILS
KARAKAL UK 
The Old Tanks, Penpole Lane,
Shirehampton, Bristol BS11 0EA.
Tel: 0117 982 9057 
Email: sales@karakal.com
Website: www.karakal.com

Image does matter. Looking good means
feeling good, whether at work or play.
Leading sports equipment and clothing
supplier Karakal have launched their new
Active 07 range of ladies sports and
fitness clothing.

The new range makes extensive use of
technical, stretch micro tec materials to
create a top quality performance range that
combines excellent fit and comfort with a
highly stylish look. 

Clothing in the range includes:

■ Shorts
■ Skorts
■ Tank pants
■ Fit or jog pants
■ Fit shorts
■ Capri fit and jog pants
■ Polo shirts
■ Tee shirts
■ Roma jackets

Karakal

Looking Good
Karakal’s Ladies Active 
07 Fitness Collection

The new Karakal kit is both flattering and
fashionable and all items are made from 100

per cent technical material, allowing the body
to breathe - essential whether you are on the
badminton or squash court or working out in

the gym.
All items are available in a range of sizes

(from XS to XL) and complementary colours,
including navy, white, black and lilac.

The Active 07 collection is available now.

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:sales@karakal.com
http://www.karakal.com
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HEAD TO HEAD
RONA HUNNISETT
England Netball Press and PR Manager

The All England Netball
Association Ltd (England Netball)
is the sport’s national governing
body and is responsible for all
aspects of netball in England.

Sports Insight spoke to England
Netball Press and PR Manager Rona
Hunnisett about the netball market.

Is netball a growing market
sector?
Netball is enjoying a significant
period of growth. For the second year
in a row, membership of England
Netball has increased by almost 10
per cent year on year.

Netball is the only game played
by virtually every woman and girl in
England at some point in their lives
and, as such, has a huge potential
audience, both for participation and
spectating.

How many people are
estimated to play netball in
the UK and worldwide?
England Netball can only comment
on those playing in England - but
with more than 61,600 individual
registered participants, and almost
2,800 clubs, plus school participation,
it is estimated that more than one
million women and girls play netball
each week in England.

Netball is the world’s most
popular team sport for women - it is
estimated that more than 22 million
people play regularly - and new
countries are joining the International

Federation of Netball Associations
(IFNA), the game’s international
governing body, all the time.

How big is the school’s market
in the UK?
In England, almost half a million
children aged 11-plus play netball
every week. England Netball
supports High Five Netball, a
scaled-down version of the full-sized
game, for players under the age of
11. This modified game allows
young people to develop the
physical, social and tactical skills
required to play the full-size game,
as well as developing knowledge
and understanding of the game.

What is the average attendance
at major netball events?
Audiences vary according to the
event and location. However, as a
guide, the Netball Superleague final
was sold out, and had an audience of
more than 1,500. Netball Superleague
games around the country this season
have also experienced audiences of
this size.

For international matches, the
audience can be up to 8,000,
depending on the size of the venue
and the match being staged. The
recent internationals between England,
Australia and New Zealand saw
crowds of more than 7,000, and these
audiences are growing all the time.

Is the sport’s profile high
enough?
This season a partnership between
England Netball and Sky Sports, which
has resulted in the filming and
broadcast of all the matches in the
Netball Superleague, as well as all of
England’s international matches, has
given the profile of netball in England
a huge boost.

Media coverage of netball, as with
any women’s sport, is sporadic, but
awareness of netball among journalists
is growing as a result of the exposure
which the Netball Superleague
television deal has brought to the sport.
Coverage has been achieved this
season with a host of national
broadcasters and publications as
diverse as The Sun, talkSPORT,
Company, Health and Fitness
magazine, The Times, The
Independent and Woman’s Weekly. 

In fact, a ticket giveaway linked to
an interview on BBC Radio Five Live
earlier this season proved so popular

with the audience that entries crashed
the entire BBC text voting service,
which goes to show that netball has a
huge potential against other so-called
mainstream sports.

Netball is also the only women’s
team sport which is achieving regular
broadcast coverage on a national
station, and this can only generate
increased awareness and greater
participation as a result. We have been
working hard to create a higher profile
for members of the England squad, to
create role models for girls to follow
and emulate.

What changes have there been
in equipment and other
elements of the game?
Netball kit has changed significantly
from the pleated skirt and aertex shirt,
which many remember from their
schooldays. Kit is now made from
lycra and other more comfortable
fabrics and uses the latest technology
to keep the players feeling fresh and
cool. Some of the rules have also
been adapted and amended to speed
the game up, which makes it more of
a spectacle and reduces the number of
stoppages. si

HISTORY OF THE GAME
Netball derived from basketball, which was
invented by James Naismith in 1891, and in fact
used to be called women’s basketball.

After the rules of the new game of basketball
was imported into Britain in the late 1890s, it was
developed as a more ‘lady-like’ version suitable for
English school girls via strict non-contact rules and
limitations on the amount of movement around 
the court.

Things have changed a little since then. Although
players are still only allowed to take one step with
the ball and the court limitations on each position
remain, the game is now high-paced and extremely
energetic, with one of the highest rates of knee
injuries amongst its players. 

Netball is the number-one women’s sport in the
world and even men are now getting in on the act,
with mixed games increasingly popular in Australia.
The World Netball Championships 2007 will be held
in Auckland, New Zealand in November of this year,
following the tri series which was held in May 2007
in Manchester.
■ Netball was first played in England in 1895.
■ The first world championship tournament was held
in Eastbourne in 1963.
■ In 1995 netball became a recognised Olympic sport,
although it is not currently in the Olympic
programme. Netballers around the world are
campaigning to see that netball gets included in the
near future.

Sports Insight Buyers’ Guide 2007/8
Book online at www.sports-insight.co.uk
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Over the past few years, GILBERT has re-affirmed its position as a leader
in the international netball market.

GILBERT Netball range

Eclipse Dress

Netball Bibs

Radius Skirt

Performance Shell Top

Gilbert Netballs

The addition of a new range of
training wear, including the
Performance Shell Top (pictured) and
Bottoms, length leggings and a variety
of other  off-court apparel mean that
GILBERT Netball are now in a position
to equip your team with everything
they may need. 

Please call your local GILBERT contact
to arrange a visit. Alternatively, please
call 08450 66 1823 to place an order.

The new GILBERT Netball range will be
available for delivery from  June 2007. 

Investing in new partnerships with
both the International Federation
of Netball Associations (IFNA) and
a host of netball bodies of all levels
around the world. With the help of
these initiatives, they are able to
better focus product development
across all netball product
categories, progressing them in
order to bring them in line with the
undisputed ball engineering
excellence so successfully adapted
from their 180 year-old rugby
business. The continued evolution of
GILBERT ball technology has
ensured that they have retained their
place as market leader. They are
currently proud to be the Official and
Exclusive Ball Suppliers to IFNA
(including the 2007 World
Championships) as well as several
international federations including
World Champions New Zealand,
Australia, Jamaica, South Africa,
Scotland and Wales. 

Netball is an exciting, fun and
competitive sport enjoyed by all
ages, and the team at GILBERT
Netball endeavour to ensure that
their products are designed to match.
They aim to ensure that everything
they do benefits not only the brand
and the end-user, but also the netball
community as a whole. A new
development team, has been put in
place to ensure that GILBERT
continue to develop both apparel and
balls for use at the very highest level. 

The new Eclipse Dress has been
designed with Premier and Elite
players in mind and combines stretch
fabric with Spandex(tm) for added
flexibility and movement with mesh
insert sidepanels for increased
ventilation. The Phoenix range, made
up from a new high stretch polyester
and elastane short sleeve top and the
existing Phoenix skort offers a high
performance two-piece option for the
players of all levels whilst the Pulse
sleeveless top (made from polyester
eyelet fabric incorporating

Coolmax™ yarn) and skirt provides
a more traditional option. Available
in 3 stock colourways (Red, Navy,
Black) these garments enable
GILBERT to provide a solution for
every team’s on-court requirements,
whatever the level.

Phoenix Black/Blue/White
Tops
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RN655 GEL-NETBURNER PRO III.
Size: 4-9, 10 
The ASICS Gel NETBURNER PRO III is designed for

a fast pace on the netball court and is supportive

of the heel and ankle, allowing for quick

direction changes in mid stride. 

A new multi-directional herringbone outsole

pattern provides superior grip, while the high

abrasion outsole material adds to durability. The

NETBURNER PRO III comes into its own in shock

absorption, with Visible rearfoot and forefoot

GEL further enhancing cushioning at key shock

points and helping reduce stress loads. 

ASICS is the official footwear supplier to the

England Netball Team.

For more information on the ASICS GEL

NETBURNER PRO III contact ASICS Sales

on: 01925 243360 or visit

www.asics.co.uk

Netball
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Team Colours
Team Colours Ltd is a leader in custom-made team kit

for netball. The company, by employing
experienced and innovative designers and

machinists, is striving to encourage the demise
of the old gymslip image of netball girls and
appeal to a much more fashion conscious
clientele.

The idea that if you look good you
will feel good is deep-seated in the
female psyche, and translates very

effectively onto the netball court. Perform
at your best, Team Colours says, by looking

your best in a beautifully designed outfit in
your team colours.

The phrase 'custom-made' is usually
equated with 'expensive' - but that does not apply

to Team Colours. "We like to work closely with our
customers to bring about a cost-effective, quality
product which both parties can be pleased with and
proud of," says Team Colours’ director and netball
enthusiast Rosemary Carter.

You are invited to get the best for your
team. Enquiries to Rosemary on 01920 871
453 or email info@team-colours.co.uk

Team Colours
Team Colours Ltd is a leader in custom-made team kit

for netball. The company, by employing
experienced and innovative designers and

machinists, is striving to encourage the demise
of the old gymslip image of netball girls and
appeal to a much more fashion-conscious
clientele.

The idea that if you look good you
will feel good is deep-seated in the
female psyche, and translates very

effectively onto the netball court. Perform
at your best, Team Colours says, by looking

your best in a beautifully designed outfit in
your team colours.

The phrase 'custom-made' is usually
equated with 'expensive' - but that does not apply

to Team Colours. "We like to work closely with our
customers to bring about a cost-effective, quality
product which both parties can be pleased with and
proud of," says Team Colours’ director and netball
enthusiast Rosemary Carter.

You are invited to get the best for your
team. Enquiries to Rosemary on 01920 871
453 or email info@team-colours.co.uk

http://www.sportindustry.biz
http://www.asics.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
mailto:info@team-colours.co.uk


IN SEASON NETBALL

GILBERT - Official Ball of the World Netball
Championships, Auckland, New Zealand 2007

A new development team has been put in place to
ensure GILBERT Netball continues to develop both

clothing and balls for use at the highest level.
In addition, the national teams of Jamaica

and South Africa have chosen GILBERT as
their Official and Exclusive ball and clothing

suppliers.

New replica balls
Officially licensed and fully endorsed by the international
netball bodies of Australia, Jamaica, New Zealand,
South Africa, Scotland and Wales, these licensed
balls are fitted with a synthetic latex bladder
to ensure they remain inflated for the
maximum length of time. These
products are also available as stress
balls and key rings.

New Eclipse dress
A stretch fabric dress with

spandex for added flexibility
and movement, it also features

mesh insert side panels for
increased ventilation and colour

options of navy/white, black/white
and red/white.

Call 0845 0661823 for more 
information on quantities and pricing. 

Website: www.gilbert-netball.com

Sure Shot
The Sure Shot Start Sport Netball Pack (RRP £75) is
aimed at introducing children to the sport of netball.
The pack contains a Sure Shot Easiplay Netball unit,
Sure Shot Size 4 Match Netball, Sure Shot Size 4 Trainer
Netball, as well as the rules and history of netball,
information on how to join a club and coaching hints. 

The Sure Shot Easiplay Netball Unit is designed for
5-12-year-olds. The height can be set anywhere
between 4’ and 9’ to allow use by different ages.
The 15” steel ring comes complete with a no-tie
net. The removable ballast can be filled with water
or sand and the base has wheels for easy
movement. The attractive junior size
netballs have high grip, 18-panel
rubber covers. 
For more information 
contact Lewis 
Tovey on 01642 224444, 
email lt@rsgsport.com or
visit www.rsgsport.com

Netball
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Hg80 by Mueller.
Superlative support - no sweat
Traditional neoprene supports provide the soothing warmth
needed for strained muscles, but the downside is the sweat that
forms underneath. 

Hg80 by Mueller replaces neoprene with Hydracinn - a
Mueller-exclusive material that warms the affected area, but then
wicks away the moisture so effectively there is no residue sweat.
This also helps the support keep its shape during prolonged use.  

The Hydracinn is bonded with AEGIS - a revolutionary
antimicrobial barrier - to protect against odour-causing bacteria
and fungus. Inner grip strips then hold the supports in place and
prevent annoying slipping. Products in the range include wrist,
ankle, knee and elbow supports.
To enquire about stocking Hg80 by Mueller supports, call
Greg Soffe at 1000 Mile Sportswear on 07801 923212.

Rucanor supports
Rucanor Sports’ new ‘Never out of Stock’ Collection 2007/8
catalogue has 10 pages containing a wide range of
elasticated and neoprene supports.

This sector has been growing over the last few years as
many participants in sporting activities have become more
aware of the need to use supports, not only to aid
recovery from an injury or guarding against the flare-up of
an old injury, but also as a preventative measure.  

This is particularly relevant to neoprene supports, of
which Rucanor has two ranges in different qualities. Both
have a terry towel lining to absorb moisture, together
with a unique sanitised treatment to give antimicrobial
protection against odours and fungal infections.

All ranges of Rucanor supports are specially
constructed to give four-way stretch, ensuring maximum
flexibility and comfort for the wearer. Packaging is colour
coordinated and various display options can be provided.
This is all backed up with high stock levels in the
international distribution centre in Holland and excellent
margins for retailers.
For further information on these or any other products
from the Rucanor range call the Sales Hotline Number:
0845 2300147.
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Sports supports

McDavid
HexPad Max
The McDavid HexPad Max is at
the forefront of protective
undergarments and is the
ultimate in rugby protection.

FEATURES:
■ HexPad
protection - a
series of individual hexagons that mould and flex with the body for the ultimate
in comfort and fit.
■ hDc - Moisture Management fabric to keep you cool when it’s hot and warm
when it’s cool.
■ Anti-Microbial - prevents the build-up of bacteria and microbes.
■ Machine wash and tumble dry.
■ IRB approved.
■ Protection for shoulders, clavicle, upper arms, ribs, spine and sternum.
■ Endorsed by some of the world’s leading rugby players.

Trade price £25. Call now for the latest special offers.
McDavid: 08701 188002 or email info@mcdaviduk.com

mailto:info@mcdaviduk.com
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The value of the schools
sport market is difficult
to pin down as it is a
moveable feast
depending on what’s hot
and what’s not, as well
as being at the mercy of
the vagaries of local

councils and national government. 
But with the tide turning for the

better on health and fitness issues, more
schools are upping their sporting
facilities, which is having a beneficial
effect on sales. 

Sports Insight spoke to Simon
Mason, general manager of the Mercian
Sports Company, about this important
sector of the sports market.

Sports Insight: What is the annual
value of the school sports
market?
Simon Mason: This is difficult to say as
it varies every year based on the way
that specific schools allocate their budget
to sport, and also how the government
allocates sports funding. Nationally,
spending on sports equipment within
schools will run into tens of millions of
pounds, but the patterns of spending
change very quickly.

Is the market expanding with the
Government’s focus on obesity
and health? Which sports are
growing?
The market is changing, but I would not
say that it is expanding for hockey. The

Government initiatives regarding
health and obesity are great - we
definitely need to get more children
active - but there is still a massive
clash between these policies and the
sale of sports fields and the resources
being offered to schools. 

In my experience, more schools
are outsourcing sports delivery
because of concerns over paperwork
and health and safety, and potential
challenges from parents if accidents
happen. This is very disappointing as
sport is a valuable part of a child’s
development. From a business
perspective, it means that schools are
buying less equipment as the
contracted third party is supplying it
via their sports programmes. 

What is Mercian’s share of the
market?
Mercian has always enjoyed a strong
position within the school market, and
we continue to do so. As a wholesaler
we do not supply directly to schools
but via large educational suppliers
such as Newitts and Findell. 

As a moderate-size UK business,
this sector probably represents about
10 per cent of our turnover, and as our
business grows so does the overall
value of this sector. The percentage
increases in growth that we are
experiencing generally are being
matched in this area, but it is a very
competitive, price sensitive arena.

Too cool for school
The schools market is thriving, thanks to the Government’s increased focus on
getting children active, and the continuing availability and breadth of good product,

says Catherine Eade

How has trade been for Mercian
over the last 12 months
compared to the school sports
sector?
Growth overall has been fantastic in the
last 24 months - we have expanded our
ranges and had some great support from
the retail trade and the end user. We are
providing products that have quick sell-
through because of the end-user demand,
and this is influencing the demand for
Mercian products in all areas. 

Purchase recommendations within
schools are made by sports teachers, and
if they have had good experiences with
Mercian then they are likely to
recommend us as an equipment supplier.
Therefore, our success across all market
areas has matched our expansion in the
school sports sector.

What sports is the Government
focusing on expanding in schools
and how is this being done? 
The Government has identified several
sports to be delivered under the national
curriculum. Hockey is one of the three
‘invasion’ sports that have been
identified and it can be delivered by the
teachers as a team sport during the
specified games/PE time within the
curriculum.

What is Mercian doing to take
advantage of the recent focus on
school sports?
We have refined our product ranges to
offer even more attractive, high-quality

Simon Mason: “The market is
changing, but I would not say that it

is expanding for hockey”
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products to this sector. We are
working with companies who deliver
our equipment into schools through
the token systems run by companies
such as Sainsbury’s and Tesco and we
are promoting the brand as a valuable
school sport equipment choice through
our own network of contacts who are
teachers and coaches.

How do you think retailers in
this sector can improve sales?
In our experience, schools are more
budget-conscious and less fashion-
conscious than the average consumer.
Retailers who have good associations
with companies like Mercian can
often take advantage of clearance
offers in last season’s product lines.
This means they can offer better
products at competitive prices,
satisfying the school’s need to meet
budget targets but with high-quality
products.

They also need to find the actual
purchasing contact within a school
and create a relationship. This three-
way triangle between supplier,
retailer and school can create an easy
‘single phone call’ purchasing
solution for the school to the retailer,
as they have confidence in the quality
of product offered. It is important to
actually satisfy the requirements of
the school, educating the purchaser
that cheapest does not always
represent the best solution if it has to
be replaced more often.

What new Mercian products are
being launched in the school
sector?
Our Piranha hockey sticks have been
improved for this season, with new
painted graphics enhancing the look of
the product. These complement the
popular school favourites, the Scorpion
and Barracuda, which we have
targeted to ensure that quality is
maintained in the face of a very cost-
conscious market. 

These sticks have a good
reputation in the schools market and
we want to ensure that our recognised
quality is maintained and enhanced.
We have also launched the new mini
goalkeeping kit - a set of legguards,
kickers, chestpad and hand protectors
in a bag. Suitable for the new 8-10-
year-old goalkeeper, it is smaller than
our popular - and improved - junior
goalkeeping set and offers a highly
protective kit, but within a budget.

What’s Mercian’s philosophy on
school/hockey products?
Our overall philosophy is to provide
the hockey market with high-quality
products at competitive prices that can
satisfy any demand at any level.

School-specific products fit
within this framework, but we are
also trying to educate purchasers that
price is not the only factor that
should be considered. Our products
are not the cheapest within the
market, but we feel that the slightly
higher price reflects a significant
increase in quality, influencing the
durability of the products, which in
turn probably reduces the necessary
spend in future periods.

If the school can take a longer-
term view than a single-year cycle they
can make savings by investing in
better quality products in the first
instance, as they will last longer and
offer much better value for money
over time. 

Are customers repeat buyers?
Repeat purchasers are created when
the customer is satisfied with the
quality of the product and the service
they receive. Mercian has customers
that have existed since the year the
company was born, which simply
reinforces my belief that we are
performing well with respect to
repeat business.

What links has Mercian created
with schools and youth clubs? 
Mercian has personal links with
people, rather than with organisations.
We deal with people who are hockey
enthusiasts and in turn want to work
with us as a recognised hockey brand. 

This ensures that if those people
move positions we can still work with
them - hockey is a small family and
those relationships are a key to our
business success. We support coaches
and teachers individually through
sponsorship; these decision makers
then recommend Mercian when
purchasing decisions need to be made. 

We also actively support
community projects where we can,
and work closely with the Hockey
Association Youth Trust to provide
equipment and grants to deserving
hockey causes. We promote the brand
at competitions and events nationwide
and if someone enquires about
purchasing Mercian products we will
service that demand directly if
appropriate or with one of our many
valued retail partners, with whom we
work very closely. si

Sports Insight Buyers’ Guide 2007/8
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BESPOKE SERVICE
Team Colours specialises in the manufacture of
garments for all manner of on-field kit for all the
traditional school-team sports, including football,
rugby, hockey, netball, cricket and basketball.

Says Team Colours’ managing director Rosemary
Carter, who reports a steady upturn in trade over
the last two or three years: “Off-field teamwear is
important to us as well - tracksuits, warmers, coats,
jackets and fleeces. In fact, any kind of garment
that can be customised to enhance and fortify a
school’s identity.

“Team Colours’ best-selling products come
mainly from our fashionable range of netball
dresses, tops and skirts. With our forward-looking
ideas for the modern player, we seek to encourage
the demise of the old-fashioned gymslip image.
This also applies to other sports - especially football
and rugby - and is also evident in our exciting
range of tracksuits and other off-field teamwear.”

Carter adds: “Retailers in this sector are well
advised to promote their services amongst local
schools, especially by offering a bespoke service for
sports kit in the school’s colours. This can be done
through Team Colours, and to augment this facility
they could also offer their own garment
embellishment services by investing in some
inexpensive print equipment. This could be installed
in a back room and provide valuable extra income
for enterprising individuals.”

http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
http://www.sports-insight.co.uk
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Mercian Sports Company
The Mercian Sports Company’s school level
Piranha sticks, with their high-colour painted
finish on top of a fibreglass covered 7-ply
wooden shaft, offer fantastic quality and
great value for money. 

Also new for the 2007 season, the
improved Junior and all-new Mini
goalkeeping sets feature improved
strapping systems for full adjustment,
while the enhanced fitting between
legguards and kickers create highly

practical, easy-to-use protection
solutions.

Complete in their own
bag, the sets comprise
legguards, kickers, chest pad

and hand protectors and are
ideal high quality one-stop solutions
for a school’s requirements.
Mercian Sports Company: 01483

756777. Email:
info@mercianhockey.com
www.mercianhockey.com
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High UV 
Protection Buff
Schools are now
actively encouraging
teachers and pupils
alike to come to
school equipped
with protective t-
shirts and hats, as
well as the more
obvious sun creams.

A High UV Protection
Buff offers fun, versatility and protection. Simply by
twisting, turning or tying it into a pirate, saharaine,
foulard or scarf, a High UV Protection Buff protects the
head and neck from 95 per cent of all UV rays. A Buff
can also be worn as a balaclava, mask, neckerchief,
hairband, blind chicken, wristband, diadem or headband.

The High UV Protection Buff is available in both
adult and medium (junior) sizes in a variety of designs.
The Coolmax Extreme fabric wicks moisture away from
the skin and dries quickly in order to keep the wearer
comfortable. The High UV Protection Buff has been
tested by AITEX, Spain’s leading technical textile institute,
and found to block 95 per cent of all UV radiation.

But the story doesn’t end there. Buffera, the UK
distributor of Buff multifunctional headwear, also offers
a customisation service whereby any school, college,
club or team can have Buff headwear specially
designed for them. 
Buffera: 01707 852244. Email: sales@buffwear.co.uk

www.sportindustry.biz

HIGH UV
PROTECTION

School sports

mailto:sales@buffwear.co.uk
mailto:info@mercianhockey.com
http://www.mercianhockey.com
http://www.sportindustry.biz
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enquiries@team-colours.co.uk

Team Colours Ltd. Dept SI0607, 81 The Maltings, Stanstead Abbotts, Hertfordshire, SG12 87HG. 

tel 01920 871 453 • 01920 877 270 • fax 01920 872 278 
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Wide selection of styles in 
made-to-measure tracksuits and

other teamwear - including
jackets, sweatshirts, fleeces,

bodywarmers, and much more.

A wide selection of quality
shirts or jerseys for sports or
leisurewear in your school�s

own colours, and with either
short or long sleeves.

Team Colours produce on-field kit and off-field teamwear
in your school colours, complete with embroidery and print
service for that all-important school badge.
Contact us now for details of our entire range and 
for news of our attractive discount.

Skirts, tops or dresses in
traditional or modern styles,
in the best of materials and a
variety of dazzling colours. 

...teamwear...

...girls’ sportswear...

Our range of bags are ideal for the
rigours of the school year -
attractively styled for children;
rugged and spacious enough for
teachers. A wide selection of
sports and kit bags, ball bags and
backpacks can be provided in
your school colours.

...bags, and more

Boys’ sportswear...

KIT IN SCHOOL
COLOURS

Big value sportswear for
schools nationwide

http://www.team-colours.co.uk
mailto:enquiries@team-colours.co.uk


Dita hockey 
Dita, one of Europe’s largest hockey companies, has a good share
of the school hockey market.

With so much school hockey now being played on astro, the
company realised it had to meet the demand for a beginner’s hockey shoe. The New Dita Terminator 4 is already available in this country and receiving rave
reviews. It is available in either blue or white (sizes 4-12, including half sizes) and has an MRRP of £34.99.
For more information call 0131 660 1222, email chris@dita.co.uk or visit www.dita.co.uk 

Dita’s Club Gold
shinguard is a must for all
school hockey players.
The new model has been
redesigned and is now
almost unbreakable. 
MRRP £9.99.
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GNG Sport swops the training pitch for the playground
GNG Sport, the UK’s leading provider of branded rugby training equipment, is swapping the training pitch for the playground in a first for the
company by producing a number of bespoke protective pads in the play area of a local pre-preparatory school.

Recognising the importance of health and safety issues, the sports equipment expert is installing 18 specially manufactured pads in the play
area of Cliff Pre-Preparatory School in Wakefield, adopting similar techniques used in the production of rugby contact shields, tackle bags and
post protectors used by the likes of Leeds Rhinos and Sale Sharks.

The brightly coloured protectors are designed to safeguard children against the rigours of play-time rough and tumble by covering the
base of each of the support posts in the school’s enclosed playground.

Says Neal Spencer, director of GNG Sport: “We are pleased to have been able to provide the school with a solution to its needs and by
working closely with the teachers we managed to integrate their comments into the development of the final product.

“This is our first foray into the schools market, having predominantly dealt with sports clubs previously, and it is an area we would like to
investigate further, after all children can often be as boisterous and lively as rugby players.”
For further information on GNG Sport’s safety pads call the customer service team on 01924 400501, email 
sports@gng-group.co.uk or visit www.safety-pads.co.uk

mailto:chris@dita.co.uk
http://www.dita.co.uk
mailto:sports@gng-group.co.uk
http://www.safety-pads.co.uk




IN SEASON RUNNING & ATHLETICS

Wave Inspire 3 
A totally new support shoe. Everything you need in a

running shoe - cushioning, stability, comfort and perfect
transition. The pebax double fan shaped Wave plate

ensures unrivalled support and cushioning.
For more information call Mizuno customer services

on 0800 328 0180. www.mizuno.eu

HILLY launches new colours for the ladies
HILLY Clothing has recently added new colours to two of its popular sock
styles, namely the Twin Skin Moisture Management (double layer) Anklet
and the Lite Anklet. Both styles are now available in white/pink trim and
white/pale blue trim to complement the other colours in the range.

The socks incorporate technical yarns that wick moisture, helping to keep
the feet dry and in turn helping to reduce blisters. In addition, they have a seamless
toe construction, arch grip support and are antimicrobial.

HILLY has added the new colours in response to the ever-growing numbers of ladies
running and participating in such events as the Race For Life series.
For further information call HILLY on 0161 366 8207.

Running & athletics
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Tune your footwear!

Competitive margin
Product training
Perfect add-on sale

◊
◊
◊

Online ‘stock enabled’ re-ordering
Next day delivery
Quality designed POS fixtures

◊
◊
◊

t: 01344 621475 e: sales@footdisc.co.uk w: www.footdisc.co.uk
MAR Systems, 29 Llanvair Drive, South Ascot, Berkshire SL5 9HS

tennis • football • hockey • running • golf • squash • netball • rugby • triathlon

trekking • cycling • running • volleyball • badminton • basketball • cricket 

footdisc® – outstanding products that deliver outstanding profits

The patented footdisc® measuring device identifies the correct insole within seconds

Saves time
Simplifies training

◊
◊

Easy to use
Removes guesswork 

◊
◊

mailto:sales@footdisc.co.uk
http://www.footdisc.co.uk
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NOMIS EXCEL 3000
NOMIS has launched the latest in
a long line of impressive footwear
with the EXCEL 3000 running shoe. 

The shoe is lightweight, flexible,
breathable and very, very comfortable with the added advantage of injury
reduction and prevention synonymous with NOMIS products.

The lightweight but tough materials help runners to run faster and
longer. The outsole is made of SCR rubber, which has incredible abrasion
resistance, whilst ensuring a softness that gives amazing comfort and feel.

The extreme flexibility of the shoe mimics the foot, improving comfort
and reducing the risk of injury, and the reflective mid foot aids night-time
running and safety.
For more information or to pre-order email  or call 07841 696849.

ProGrid Triumph 4
Following its successful launch in December,
Saucony ProGrid Triumph 4 has become
the company’s fastest-selling cushioning
shoe ever. 

Sitting alongside the ProGrid
Omni 6, Saucony now has top-
sellers in both the major
running shoe
categories. July 2007
sees an addition to
the ProGrid Triumph 4
line up with a new
colourway for both men and
women. The new Silver/Red for men and White/Frosted
Almond for ladies will be additions to the existing
offerings. RRP remains at £85. 
For more information call Saucony HQ on
023 9282 3664 or visit saucony.co.uk

New Balance 1222: elite supportive cushioning
This is the top-of-the-range supportive cushioned shoe featuring an
ACTEVA midsole, full length ABZORB strobel sock, midsole ABZORB
and additional visible ABZORB SBS in the heel and forefoot. 

A TS2 Medial Post, extended stability web and the patented N-lock
lacing system ensures the shoe offers ultimate support and cushioning.
For further details and stockists visit www.newbalance.co.uk
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NIKE TRAINERS

100 PAIRS @

@

@

50 PAIRS

10 PAIRS

£17.50 EACH

£19.50 EACH

£22.50 EACH

We currently have
around 200 blocks of

Nike footwear 
for sale 

ADIDAS
PUMA
LACOSTE
K-SWISS
REEBOK

JUST
TRAINERS
No 1 leading wholesaler of

Authentic branded footwear

All prices excluding VAT
All style and sizes now in stock and to order at discounted

prices to be delivered anywhere in Europe please
telephone/email with your requirements

for deliveries outside of the EU please contact 
Steve on 07854 511 723

WE HAVE LARGE STOCKS OF ‘NEW BALANCE’
FOOTWEAR

Please telephone or email for pictures and stock quantities

EMAIL: just.trainers@gmail.com
Stock changes everyday – when it’s gone it’s GONE

Unit A+B, Endeavour Court,
Halldene Way, 

Seaham Grange Ind Est.
Seaham, Sunderland, 

Tyne & Wear England, SR7 0HB,
TEL: 0191 5214791
FAX: 0191 5212943 

mailto:trainers@gmail.com


Once upon a time, selling to the
‘home market’ meant jogging gear
or an exercise bike. Now, along with
increased family leisure time, it can
be a very profitable area for sports
retailers.

Fitness and recreation at home is
becoming big business as more and
more people find ways to create space
in their homes for indoor sports and
leisure.

Anybody who takes an active part
in sport must therefore have fitness as
a key part of their ‘life balance’. They
are very demanding of their footwear,
clothing and sports accessories. They
may be active team players but,
chances are, their family want to be fit

HOME MARKET
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as well, and if they or other people
cannot be a part of a team they will
seek fitness at home. 

Cross-sports products
This gives you the chance to stock
and sell a variety of cross-sports
products to the dedicated home
fitness customer. Why not produce
a ‘home fitness pack’ that could
contain such items as a sports
watch/heart rate monitor, portable
first aid kit, insoles and some form
of sports supplement or energy
drink? Even the humble
pedometer can be a popular seller
for nothing more adventurous than
walking the dog. 

You could even tailor these packs
to your individual customer’s sport
and discuss with them their needs
and aspirations. This will be seen as
one-to-one customer care and word
of mouth will do the rest.

Home sales fall into two distinct
categories - fitness and recreation. I
can remember as a lad having a
dartboard on my bedroom door and
my father going ballistic when he
saw all the tiny holes in it where I’d
missed the board! 

Companies such as Harrows
produce dartboard and cabinet family
games sets that gives homeowners
the chance to set up their own darts
area. The point I’m trying to make
here is that we should be thinking
along very broad lines when it comes
to fitness in the home. 

Jogging and walking equipment
are still big sellers, but people also
like to be seen wearing quality
footwear around the home and
down the pub. Companies such as

Home front
More and more people are creating space in their homes for
indoor sports and leisure, says Steve Newman



Further summer stock additions
could include garden game sets such
as boules, bowls and croquet.
However, some come in wooden
boxes and others in cloth bags, so it’s
a good idea to consider how much
space you have for storage before
thinking of stocking them. 

Archery is an ideal activity for
families. For the family back garden,
companies such as Petron supply
lightweight bows with rounded tip
arrows and a foam target to shoot at.
Many sports shops view archery as a
minority sport, but it continues to
have growing levels of participation. 

“Archery is a fun sport for
everyone. Lord of the Rings and
Robin Hood have inspired youngsters
and adults alike to reach for a bow
and arrow,” says Martin Saunders of
Petron, a family archery company for
over 45 years that supplies archery
products to Intersport, STAG and
Allied Partners, as well as a growing

Merrell produce comfortable shoes
designed for the great outdoors, but
which are seen more and more in the
street or park. 

Other footwear such as Heelys,
with their wheel in the heel, are also
worth stocking as indeed are the
specialist individual exercise items
such as scooters that people can take
around the block or park. 

You may want to consider
stocking specialist items such as
rowing machines or exercise bikes.
One aspect you’ll have to consider
here, however, is the space these
machines take up - and not only in
your customers’ houses. 

Taking into account your own
retail premises and the floor space
these items take up, there is the
possibility that smaller items may be
more profitable. However, it is true to
say that the best way to sell these
products is to allow your customers to
try before they buy in-store. Allowing
the consumer to feel the quality of the
product is equally important.

Table sports
J&R Sports has a table sports range
for pool, snooker and football, all of
which have a rolling folding leg
system that allow them to be folded
upright and stored easily, taking up
less than 20 per cent of the original
playing space. 

As summer approaches, these
games as well as favourites such as
table tennis tables, can be taken
outside and used on patios, adding
all-year-round sales to their appeal.
Ransome Sporting Goods offers the
Butterfly range, which includes both
international standard and junior
tables, the latter being ideal for family
use. The junior table is three-quarter
size and the legs fold in for storage
with two wheels on each half for easy
movement.  It comes with a free clip
net/post set, two sponge bats and
three balls.

number of independent sports shops in
the UK and Europe. 

Petron’s leisure kits come with
full instructions to enable families to
shoot safely at home. Says Saunders:
“The range varies from the hugely
popular CE marked Toy Crossbow
with sucker darts to deluxe family
packs. With good margins and product
support, they’re a great opportunity
for all sports retailers looking for
something new.”

And if you’re selling equipment
for home games and fitness, you can
also sell books and DVDs that explain
to customers the rules of each activity
and how to improve performance in
that particular sport.
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“Now, with increased family leisure
time, the home market can be very

profitable for sports retailers”
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Do you regularly shop
online? Want to know
about the best offers at
over 1000 online stores
AND earn cashback as
you shop? Whatever you are shopping for,

whether it’s car insurance, clothes,
books, gifts or electrical products or by
using the www.magazinecashback.com
site, you can get unlimited cashback
on all your purchases, and we are
giving you £10 to get you started...

You can take advantage of online
offers, for example, Lloyds TSB will
give you 10% discount for purchasing
your car insurance, and 15% discount
on home insurance, and if you go
through www.magazinecashback.com
you could get up to £120.00 cash
back too!

There are hundreds of exclusive
discounts with additional cashback
opprtunities available and all at the
touch of a button.TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

1 Free membership is based upon standard membership 2 Gold memebership is an optional extra and entitles the member to
double cashback.  The cost of Gold membership is £29.95 3 £10 will be creditied to your account as your starter cash back once
you have registered and applies to standard membership only and is non transferable. 4 Full terms and conditions apply and are
on the website www.magazinecashback.com  5 All cash back values displayed are based upon GOLD membership

Then our new UK based shopping
website: www.magazinecashback.com
is for you!

Its FREE to become 
a member and you get £10 cash
back as a starter. You can then
claim UNLIMITED cashback
shopping online at all the biggest
and best online stores.

With online retailing increasing
year on year and more of us
having PCs at home, we are
offering our readers rewards in
the form of cash when shopping
online for goods and services at
hundreds of the UK's leading
companies through our portal.
These include Currys, Dixons, PC
World, Lloyds TSB, The Link,
Avon, John Lewis and Dorothy
Perkins, Boots, M&S plus
hundreds more! 

As soon as you have collected a
minimum of £30 in cashback you are
eligible for claiming for your first cheque
and thereafter for every £30 you gain,
through your choice of online stores.
The process is simple – 

you REGISTER
you SHOP
you get CASHBACK!

You also have the option to DOUBLE
your cashback by becoming a Gold
Member for only £29.95.

So what are you waiting for? All
you need to do to get started is go
online at www.magazinecashback.com and
register with a memorable password and
start shopping and saving now!

on Car Insurance

With magazine cashback you can earn:

20%
on Fashion items

£40
on Broadband Connection

£120

cashback
OFFER
GET MONEY BACK
WHILE YOU SHOP!

FANTASTIC NEW

http://www.magazinecashback.com
http://www.magazinecashback.com
http://www.magazinecashback.com
http://www.magazinecashback.com
http://www.magazinecashback.com


the 1980s on racquets that do not exist
anymore, and so some updating on
new stringing skills and racquet/string
technologies can be a wise
investment. Selling the latest racquets
to a customer is one thing, but you
need to be able to look after it when it
eventually returns for restringing.

Getting it wrong can be an
expensive mistake. Large ‘O’ ports
on the sides, small rollers instead of
grommet holes and smooth holes 
that have no protective grommets 
are some problems that can be
simple to overcome. 

For every different type and size
of racquet on display there is a perfect
customer match, and a good shop
stringer will be able to offer helpful
advice on choosing the right racquet.
Matching the right racquet to the right
player, and being able to look after
every aspect of the racquet servicing
later on, will promote customer
confidence and bring them back again. 

The adult who buys a racquet may
not be intending to use it themselves,
and so it pays to ask questions to
ensure that everyone ends up happy.
For instance, a very light head-heavy
racquet strung with polyester string is
a doubtful choice for either the very
young or the more mature player. 

Most successful racquet sports shops
provide some level of stringing
service. This may be a visible in-
house service that customers will
see, or perhaps just an arrangement
with a local stringer who pops in
every now and then.

Providing a first-class racquet
service facility is a must for any
racquet shop wishing to attract and
keep customers. Customers tend to
gravitate around the shop stringer and
for many it will be their first glimpse
of the mystique of how those strings
actually get put back in.

Promote
It is therefore a valuable starting point
for the stringer to promote the shop’s
stock of racquets and accessories.
Customers will tend to ask a stringer
questions that they would not ask at
the counter, and it is that qualified
advice that will lead to a more
informed choice of racquet sale and a
more satisfied customer. 

Racquets are lighter and more
complex than ever before, many
incorporating space-age technology to
enhance playing characteristics, but at
the same time presenting some serious
technical challenges for the racquet
stringer. Many stringers started out in

Service tasks
Racket servicing is not just about
restringing. There are lots of other
service tasks that a qualified shop
stringer can do, including:  
■ Fitting new replacement grips while
the customer waits. Many players shy
away from this simple task. There are
lots of different replacement grip
choices, and if it brings customers into

the shop for just that, they may linger
and see what else is on offer.
■ Increasing handle size. Handles can
be built up by the application of heat-
shrink sleeves that keep the shape of the
handle bevels and are important for
maintaining control. They are also
handy for resizing shop racquets that
aren’t selling. 
■ Matching racquets. All racquets are
measured in terms of overall weight,
balance and swing weight. Application
of lead tape at strategic positions can
often allow the stringer to customise the
playing characteristics of the racquet to
suit the specific needs of the customer. 
■ Grommet replacement. The plastic
protector on racquets eventually needs
replacing when damaged or worn, and
being able to provide this simple service
can attract many customers who bought
racquets elsewhere, but who will now
be using your shop. Annoying rattles
can be easily removed.
■ Tennis/squash elbow. There are seven
golden rules to apply here, and if the
shop stringer can get customers back on
court through specialist racquet servicing
then the word will soon get around that
there is at least one place where expert
advice on racquets and strings can be
had, where racquets can be correctly
serviced and where even the dreaded
tennis/squash elbow can be addressed.
The UKRSA club stringer course
lasts two days and provides novices
with the skills, knowledge and
confidence they need to offer a
professional and profitable racquet
restringing service. For more
information email liam@ukrsa.com
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Love all
First-class racquet care is an
invaluable service to any racquet
sports shop, says Liam Nolan,
technical director of the UK Racket
Stringers Association

RESTRINGING
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Many of the most successful
businesses whose brands we are all
familiar with are family based.
Sainsbury’s, Benetton, Bamfords,
Ikea and News Corporation are all
examples of businesses that can trace
their roots back to a family
beginning. In fact, 25 per cent of the
100 largest businesses in Europe are
family businesses.

What’s more, some 45 per cent of
the UK’s GDP is provided by family
enterprises. And if your business is
north of the border you’re not alone, as
70 per cent of Scottish businesses
describe themselves as family
enterprises. But is the family-business
sector still thriving?

Booming
Entrepreneurial activity in the UK
seems to be booming. The Institute for

FAMILY BUSINESSES
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Family Business survey from last year
indicated that over 10 per cent of new
business start-ups were from existing
family businesses, with over 60 per
cent of respondents stating that their
family would have more than a 50 per
cent share of the business’ activity.

Howard Hackney, partner and
head of family business at financial
and business adviser Grant Thornton,
says: “I don’t think that a sports
retailer is any different than any other
family business. Whatever size the
business is, they still have the same
issues they have to manage. 

“The nature of the business isn’t
really the issue; it’s the family element
of the business that’s the key element.
To define what a family business is, I
would say that where there is more
than one generation, that would still be
seen as a family business.”

The IFB report concludes by
stating: ‘There are high levels of
family engagement in start-up firms,
but exceptionally high levels of
individual or family participation in
the more established firms. Young
people are more likely to be running a
family-based firm than any other
group and this suggests that the family
firm is a way of ‘cutting teeth’ for
young entrepreneurs. 

‘In terms of finance, it appears
that those firms who are looking to
keep their activities within their
families over the next five years are
substantially more likely to access
family-based finance in the first place.
This is the case for the more
established firms as well, and suggests
that the informal, network-based
approach to finance is more dominant
among family entrepreneurs.’

The family-run business clearly
has a number of advantages. The
Bibby Financial Services survey of
family businesses in the 21st century
states: ‘When asked what the main
advantages of running a family
business are, business owners and
managers nearly all cited the fact that
there is always someone there you can
trust and rely on (94 per cent). 

‘Other key benefits included the

Family affair
Many family businesses can find it difficult to survive over
the long-term. But keeping it in the family can have its
advantages, reports Dave Howell 
ABOVE: Family firms
develop into a closer
operating unit than
other businesses



written down and stuck to by both
parties. Written loan agreements,
written contracts of employment and an
attempt to separate home life from
work life will all contribute to an
efficiently run small family business.”

The family business can take many
forms, but decision making can often
be difficult within a family unit.
However, Rupert Merson, a partner at
BDO, an audit, accounting and
business services firm, believes that
group decisions can often produce the
best results. 

“I don’t think I totally agree that
management by committee is best
avoided,” he says. “I think that in a lot
of family businesses there is a lot of
successful consensual decision taking.
There is also evidence to suggest that
businesses that do make consensual
decisions are more inclined to get them
right more of the time. 

Many family businesses of course
won’t have experienced this kind of
decision taking, as in many cases they
are dictatorships where dad makes the
decisions because he always has,
regardless of what anyone else in the
family thinks, or indeed, what
professional management think.”

Impact
However, when decisions do have to
be made, the make-up of a family
business can have a major impact on
the quality of the decision-making
process. Says James Meyrick: “As
some wag pointed out, ‘a camel is a
horse designed by committee’; not
meant as a compliment, it points out
succinctly some of problems arising
from management by committee. 

“Yet a dictatorship, no matter how
benevolent, can hardly be said to be a
decision-making structure without
faults - even if it can make the trains
run on time. So as with many things,
the ideal managerial structure lies
somewhere in the middle. Generally, a
well-run family business will utilise the
talents of its entire management team,
weighting opinions accordingly, and
enabling decision making and defined
responsibilities across the organisation.”

It is important that the right
decisions are made within your family
business, but this doesn’t mean that it
has to become a dictatorship, even if it
seems to be at first glance. The existing
structure and make-up of the business’
ratio of family to non-family members
needs to be taken into account. 

But above all, it’s important to
focus on the business itself and not the
control that may have to be

belief that the business owner is likely to
be more committed to success
(something that was mentioned by nine
in 10 of those surveyed) and would
make decisions faster (83 per cent).
Perhaps surprisingly only six in 10
mentioned benefiting from the
experience of older generations. The
findings suggest that, perhaps
unsurprisingly, family firms develop into
a closer operating unit than other
businesses. And that they benefit hugely
from the commitment of the owner and
other family members, who will go the
extra mile to ensure the success of their
business and avoid disaster.’

Sustain
Businesses that are family based, or at
least begin with a family member in the
start-up enterprise, often don’t survive
into the third generation of the family. As
new family members come along, they
may not want to enter the family
business to provide the management
team that is needed to sustain the
enterprise. Often, family-based
businesses will need to bring in non-
family members to add essential skills
the business is lacking, or simply to
bolster the management team that is
weakening due to defections of family
members, or a lack of interest in
developing the business themselves.

In these instances, bringing in a non-
family member becomes essential, but
this move has to be handled with care.
“Only about 10 per cent of family-run
businesses make it beyond the third
generation,” says Grant Thornton’s
Howard Hackney. “This is because of a
lack of skills or interest, but also often
than not because of the tensions within
the business as several generations have
their own views on how the business
should be run.”

How the family business is run is of
crucial importance. It is critical that you
treat all members of staff in the same
way. Favouring a family member when
it comes to setting pay levels or handing
out promotions will not enable you to
run your business efficiently. Always
look at what is best for the business as a
whole. It’s very easy for nepotism to
begin to run your business for you, with
decisions being made on a less than
business-like footing.

James Meyrick, small business
policy adviser at chartered certified
accountant ACCA Global, says: “The
benefits of having family members in
managerial positions, staffing positions
and relying on friends for finance can
easily turn to a hindrance. Owner-
managers must ensure that relationships,
particularly financial ones, are clearly

relinquished when a management
decision has been made. The founders
of a business can often be reluctant to
give up any control, but in a business
environment that changes rapidly, this
stoic attitude could prove to be a
disadvantage to the business. 

The Bibby Financial Services
report concludes by stating: ‘A strong
entrepreneurial spirit, determination,
and a passion for what they do are
characteristics that epitomise this
significant part of the small business
community. Family businesses are
prospering throughout the country, and
within a diverse range of industry
sectors they continue to be the
backbone of the British economy. 

‘They are firms that face
particular challenges and display
particular strengths. The way in which
they operate and the skills and
knowledge passed on to future
generations will have a huge impact
on the businesses of the future and the
whole of the UK economy.’

Whether you are starting a family-
based business or are several
generations into your enterprise,
ensuring its long-term survival is about
good management and sometimes
putting aside the obligations you may
feel from family members to focus on
what is best for the business as a whole.

This can mean some hard decisions
that may not be popular within your
family, but you must make a case for
pushing these through. Outside help
can also be a great asset. A new
perspective on your business can often
provide a solution to problems you
may have been wrestling with for some
time. Family businesses continue to be
a major component of the UK’s
economy - make sure your business
has the longevity to become one of
your family’s greatest assets.
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BELOW: A successful
family business must
avoid favouritism or a
dictatorial set-up 
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E-TAILING

Up & Running
(www.upandrunning.co.uk) is a
specialist running retailer, established
in 1989, with 23 shops nationwide,
including Northern Ireland. All of the
company’s stores offer a free gait-
analysis service when buying
footwear. This procedure analyses the
customer’s running motions using
state-of-the-art technology and helps
in the selection of the correct shoe for
a specific customer’s requirements. 

Each store stocks a wide range of
footwear and clothing for all running

activities, from track to fell and cross
trainers for the gym. All stores are
staffed by friendly and helpful
enthusiastic runners who are able to
give advice to customers of varying
degrees of ability. 

The age range of customers is
typically between 25 and 45 years old,
with a 60/40 split in favour of men
using Up & Running’s high street
stores and website. The service offered
in the bricks and mortar stores is
reinforced with the company’s online
presence, which not only represents
the stock ranges available in stores, but
also offers reference information,
guidance and service. 

Bespoke
The website that is currently live is
completely bespoke in its construction.
About two years ago Up & Running
looked at re-establishing the site. It had
previously bought a packaged solution
that had served the company well for a
few years, but it wasn’t happy with the
scalability and how the package
constrained what it could achieve. 

As a solution, Up & Running
looked at other packages that were
available, but felt that none of them
quite matched its needs - one of which

was adaptability. One of the most
important aspects of Up & Running is
that it is always changing, so the
company needed a platform to adapt
to those changing needs. In the end
Up & Running concluded that its 
own in-house solution was the only
viable option.

Seasonal
The running shoe market is very
seasonal. Because of this, the website
needed a structure that can adapt very
quickly to new products and new
presentation of products. There isn’t a
lot of sense investing in Flash, for
instance, for a product that will only
be on the site for a short space of
time. This is why the Up & Running
site may not have the latest in 
cutting-edge web design, but this isn’t
needed as the company understands
what its customers need from the site,
and provide this with the least amount
of distraction.

Paul Wood, who is Up &
Running’s ecommerce consultant,
explains the reasons the company
ultimately decided on a bespoke
system: “There were two factors that
drove us to use a bespoke system. The
first was the need to be able to change

Running away with it
Dave Howell discovers how Up & Running’s
continuing success has been built

http://www.upandrunning.co.uk
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Terry Massey, marketing manager, Up & Running
Q. What do you think your customers like
about your online store?
A. Our new-look website is clean and modern,
allowing simple navigation between the mail
order shopping facility and the high street
shops' pages. Customers can simply buy online
or visit their local shop virtually. Each shop page
is packed with local information about
forthcoming races and events that are being
held in-store, together with great offers on
seasonal and new ranges and competitions.

Q. I notice that branding is very strong on
your site. Has this kind of design helped
to attract and retain customers over the
long term?
A. Yes, we definitely believe so. We have
recently updated our brand image, however, we
have retained key elements of the original
design. The specialist running market has
evolved enormously in recent years and it is

important for us to move with the times and to
appeal to seasoned runners, while being able to
attract new 'lifestyle' runners.

Q. How do you differentiate your online
store from the others?

A.The infrastructure is in place for an easy
shopping experience, with customers able to shop
by favourite brand or by type of clothing.This is a
relatively new, updated venture and the shop is
still being stocked at the time of writing.When it
is completed we will be offering a wide range of
mini-sites, which will help customers who are
shopping for a particular specialist event, such as
mountain marathon or adventure racing.

Q. You started as a specialised store that
now carries a more diverse range. What
has your website bought to your high
street presence?

A. We remain a specialised store that will never
be compromised. However, it is important that
new runners feel welcome in our stores, and the
website has given these runners the confidence
to come through our doors. By visiting a shop
page, you can find out about the people who
work there and realise that Up & Running is for
anyone who wants to get fit, not just the elite.

Q. What do you think the future of online
retailing looks like? Will we see more
diversification as even micro-businesses can
sell successfully online, or will larger
companies still take the lion’s share of
online retail sales? 

A. Economies of scale and buying power mean
that larger companies 
will dominate mainstream 
ecommerce, but there will always be
opportunities for smaller businesses to exploit
niche markets.
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the site as we wished, including how
we handled promotions, for instance. 

“The other aspect that was
important for the site is how the site’s
database is used. We realised that a
web-based store wouldn’t fully meet our

needs. We wanted to integrate the store
with the EPOS system that we had.”

When the site was launched some
three years ago, this was a bold step
for Up & Running. At that time there
were few hosted ecommerce systems

available to the company. In this
respect, the website has been somewhat
of a pioneer in online ecommerce and
illustrates that a bespoke system can be
a cost-effective means of developing a
successful online presence. si
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ATHLETIC / SCHOOL CLOTHING MARTIAL ARTS

TABLE TENNIS

SPORTS WEAR

YOGA AND PILATES LOOKING FOR UK DISTRIBUTORS? 

VIGA
Athletic Clothing Co. Ltd

Tel: 01257 269611
Fax: 01257 241677
www.viga.co.uk

• WATERPROOF JACKETS • 
• GILET TOP •

• LONG-SLEEVE TOPS • 
• LEGGINGS & PANTS •
• CLUB TRACKSUITS • 

• VESTS • 
• SHORTS •

EQUIPMENT

CRICKET SWEATERS

UK Table
Tennis Ltd
The Table Tennis
Specialists

Phone: 0845 2600 780 Fax: 0845 2600 790
E: sales@uktabletennis.co.uk W: www.uktabletennis.co.uk

TEAMWEAR

WHOLESALER

F S T
Tel: 01473 744949/744830
Email: fstsales@dial.pipex.com
Website: www.fst.co.uk

Suppliers of Tennis Equipment
and Sports Floodlighting

Archery suppliers since 1963

Bows, arrows, crossbows, 

targets, accessories.

Tel:   01296 632573

Email: admin@petron.info

Web: www.petron.info

Custom-made cricket sweaters
in club colours. 

Plus Bowls/Schools/Golf.
Contact: Balmoral Knitwear

Galston, Ayrshire, KA4 8HF
Tel: 01900 829 229  Fax: 01900 829 009

info@balmoralsales.co.uk
www.balmoralknitwear.co.uk

NEW

ARCHERY

We have 22 years experience of selling,
marketing, storing & distributing sports
products and are looking to expand our
business by taking on another agency. 

We have a large warehouse, offices, resources and the
infrastructure needed to make a success of your brand in
the UK. 

Please contact us on the details below. 
Paul Smith, Goode Sport, Newton House,
23 Broadwater Road, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3AU 
E-mail: paul@ashaway.co.uk  Tel: 01707 321397 

Are you looking for a distributor
or looking to change your

distributor in the UK?

To advertise your business in Sports Insight

contact Tim Wilby on: 01206 500240 

or email: tim@sports-insight.co.uk

www.sports-insight.co.ukInsight
Sports

Insight
Sports

• Huge range of Licensed Premiership Football souvenirs available from stock.
• Best Wholesale Prices – Immediate Delivery    • Latest Products and Designs

To place an order or request a catalogue: Call 08702 646 255  Fax 08702 646 257
Email sales@bbsports.co.uk

Warehouse: BB SPORTS DISTRIBUTORS, 29A Apple Lane, Trade City, Exeter, EX2 7HA 

TOP TEN HAYASHI SPORTS LTD
61 Warwick Road, Rainham, 

Essex, RM13 9XU 
Tel: 01708-522288 
Fax: 01708-523322

Email: info@hayashiuk.com

For All Your Martial Arts And Boxing Equipment
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SPORTS BOTTLES

FOOTBALL COLLECTABLESTEAMWEAR

AGENT REQUIRED

WEB TRADE DIRECTORY

MERCHANDISING

AGENTS REQUIRED

Require an Agent for your premium Brand?

Email: dave@djbsales.com Website: www.djbsales.com Tel: 07875 494 578 Fax: 01494 522 221 

Do you require a 'premium brand' specialist Agent for your National
Accounts or London / Home Counties / East Anglia area? I
have over 15 years sports sales (and marketing) experience at National,
Buying Group & Independent level in apparel, equipment & footwear. Contact
Dave Bates on the below email address or telephone number.

OFFICIAL PREMIERSHIP FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS
Global Football Company offers by far the most comprehensive range of licensed football products available,

which this year includes a number of lines that are totally exclusive to us. From branded footballs &
playing accessories such as sweatbands, water bottles and captain’s armbands to fan products like

hats, scarves, flags, gloves, mugs, keyrings, badges, and executive gifts
such as leather wallets, pewter tankards, hip flasks and zippo lighters.

See the web site at www.globalfootballcompany.com
and contact us for full details: T: 0161 282 0770

F: 0161 282 0733  E: info@globalfootballcompany.com

The Wholesaler UK the leading online trade 
directory of wholesalers and suppliers to retailers.

www.thewholesaler.co.uk

DISTRIBUTORS OF OFFICIAL FOOTBALL
MERCHANDISE

Trade Accounts now available online
www.footballsouvenirs.net

30 Racecourse Road, Gallowfields Trading Estate, Richmond, North Yorks DL10 4TG

Telephone 05600 767108 Tel/Fax 01748 826024

FOOTBALL SOUVENIRS LIMITED

Repetto, leader in the manufacturing and distribution of high-quality dancewear & dance shoes, 
is currently looking for an experienced, multi-brand representative to cover the UK territory and

promote its new active wear line (apparel and sneakers) among sport retailers on the said territory.
Please send your application with resume to 

Barbara Legras by email : blegras@repetto.com or by Post : Repetto, 22 rue de la Paix, FR-75002 Paris.
Repetto will also take part at the next edition of ISPO SPORT & STYLE (July 8th-10th) in Munich, 

do not hesitate to visit our stand on this occasion (Stand 319B Hall C2)
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mailto:dave@djbsales.com
http://www.djbsales.com
http://www.globalfootballcompany.com
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Fortunately we were
interrupted by someone
asking the way to the
bus station, and I told
my devoted
assistant Norman
to show Geraint
where we buy the
mid-morning
doughnuts before
he could ask any
more damn-fool
questions.

When they
came back with the
doughnuts, Norman said he
hoped I didn’t mind his asking, but
did I know that an increasing 
number of independent retailers 
are finding the answer to stock
control in good-quality computerised
software packages? 

I reminded Norman that for the
past 20 years our stock control had
consisted of ordering things when they
had run out and telling lies to
customers about when new supplies
were expected. “That’s how my dad
ran this shop and it’s good enough for
me,” I said. “Go and show Geraint
how we sweep the yard.”

Paranoid
When I’d calmed down a bit, I
wondered if I was getting paranoid
about the lad, so when Geraint came
back, I offered to show him how to use
the office computer.

He said that, as it happened, he had
just done a course on computer buying
strategy and that direct supply from
manufacturer to store, via a website,
was a fast-growing trend, cutting out
the distributor and lowering prices. But,
of course, I would know all about that.

I said that obviously I did, but if he
needed a little practice, he could show
me a few websites. As a result, we
found a manufacturer offering Wayne
Rooney replica shinpads for half what
I’d been paying, cut-price copies of
David Beckham’s autobiography - only

reminded him he was still under
suspended notice after that disgraceful
affair with the women’s darts team in
1987 and that, Worker’s Compensation
Act or no, he should watch it.

Meanwhile, Geraint has continued
to make himself useful. A course he
did on retail presentation resulted in
the shop window being rearranged for
the first time since the last World Cup
and some facts he remembered from a
lecture on sales strategy resulted in
Norman managing to sell an expensive
pair of walking boots to a man with
only one leg.     

Geraint has only two days left
before he returns to college. I’ve a
feeling that although we’d rather die
than admit it, both Norman and I will
be doing a bit of shadowing ourselves
until the end of the week. 

I shall open by saying that I have never
been plagued by a stalker, followed by
the security services, been the object of
undercover police surveillance or been
subject to a time and motion study.

But I can tell you first hand what any
of these must be like. And if you are an
attractive woman, a spy, a crook or
someone whose job is on the line, you have
my heartfelt sympathy.

For the past fortnight I’ve been
shadowed, and it’s not an experience I
would wish on my worst enemy (except
perhaps the lady VAT inspector who
insisted on counting every football sock in
the place to see if they tallied with the
invoice. They didn't).

Lisp
My shadow was not in the police, MI5 or
even the probation service, but a 17-year-
old lad with a lisp and a cowlick hairstyle
on work experience, from what in our day
was a technical college, but is now a
regional frontline business graduation
centre or something.

It was made very clear from the start
that he wasn’t here to work - oh dearie me
no. He was there to follow me around,
silently walking a few steps behind. And
when I happened to be standing still or

sitting down, there was this intense
unblinking stare. We once had a dog that
did that and I won’t tell you what
happened to him.

To be fair, he was a pleasant enough
lad who was thinking about joining the
retail trade and was only doing what he
was told - which was to follow the boss
around and see how things were run in a
real-life shop.

“It will all be a bit confusing to you at
first,” I said as I gave him a tour of the
display cases. “This is a football boot,” I
said. “But you probably guessed that.” 

“Have you found that cross-marketing
can apply to a small retail outlet?” said the
youth, whose name was Geraint. “On the
other hand, there’s probably a lot to be said
for vertical or even horizontal sales
strategies. Don’t you think?”

Under the counter
A sideways look at the world of independent retailing

“I reminded Norman that for the past 20 years our stock control had consisted
of ordering things when they had run out and telling lies to customers”
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TAIL-ENDER

slightly singed in a bonfire outside Old
Trafford - at giveaway prices, and the
CD of ‘An Evening With Nobby Stiles’,
free to anyone who didn’t mind
admitting being old enough to know
who Nobby Stiles was.

As a bonus, we found a small
retailers’buying consortium near Wigan,
which was offering up to 40 per cent
savings on group purchases, and someone
offering a hefty discount on sumo
wrestling loincloths. Not a fast mover at
the moment, but we live in hope.

Norman said it was nice to see the
computer being used for something
apart from my games of solitaire. I






